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ryan
dungey
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?
Nice, polite, courteous, friendly – these are the terms that are often used to describe Ryan Dungey. Arrogant superstar behaviour
is completely foreign to Ryan – in the training camp he is always
available for a quick conversation or for a joke with the fans. This
is what we think though: Someone who lines up alongside 19 wild
and tough-looking guys at a Supercross starting gate, in front of
70.000 raging fans, is not polite, modest, or nice. At least not for
the next 20 laps!

The KTM PowerWear Collection is available at every authorised KTM Dealer. Please ask him for details.
KTM-Sportmotorcycle AG reserves the right to discontinue without replacement or alter equipment, technical details, colours, materials, services,
service work, etc., as well as to cease production of certain models without prior notice and without giving any reasons. We would therefore recommend
you to ask your local KTM dealer for further information before ordering or purchasing a specific model. We assume no liability for printing errors.
WARNING
Should not be emulated. The riders illustrated are professional motorcycle riders. The photos were taken on a closed racing circuits or closed roads.
KTM draws to the attention of all motorcycle riders that they should abide by all traffic laws and regulations, that they should wear the recommended
protective clothing and always ride in a responsible way.
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Cyril Despres: Super Racer Hooded Sweatjacket

hero 2013

cyril
despres
A crazy idea with wine
The dream (like so many others): The Dakar Rally. The problem (like
so many others): Money. Cyril and his mate Michel each need 80.000
Francs, which they do not have. The idea for raising the necessary
funds: Buy 3000 bottles of wine (1000 Bordeaux, 1000 Saint-Chinian, 1000 Chablis), sell them in smaller boxes, and on the outside

4

stick the route of the Dakar Rally. Sounds like a pretty absurd idea
at first. But also somehow genius; if it doesn’t work, at least there
is something to drown their sorrows. Even more brilliant: Both sell
all of the boxes and line up at the start of the Dakar 2000.
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Powerwear 2013 for

styling heroes
001

001

BORDERFONT HOODIE

Another hoodie that you’ll not find on every street corner: The raw material is woven from
a specially twisted yarn (to give it its technical term) – this ensures a special fabric structure
with that high quality, colourful sheen. The hood is lined and has an additional loop for
threading the drawstrings, all cuffs have inlaid rounded edging, lurex hood label, kangaroo
pouch pocket. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW136422
(XL) 3PW136425

(M) 3PW136423		
(XXL) 3PW136426

004

(L) 3PW136424

SLIM FIT

004

GOGGLES FACE TEE

Figure-hugging T-shirt with multicoloured front motif. Single jersey, woven label
on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136632
(XL) 3PW136635

002

(M) 3PW136633
(XXL) 3PW136636

(L) 3PW136634

005

003

002

BLOCKERFONT HOODIE

SLIM FIT

For aficionados: Extremely elaborately cut and fashioned premium hoodie. The sleeves are not
sewn on; the whole body is cut from a single piece. The cuffs have rounded edging, the hood
is lined with single jersey and features a press-stud fastener. The large front print is printed
in several stages and partially matt-pressed, making it velvety to the touch. Plus: Two slit side
pockets, woven hood label, heavy-duty and shape-retentive sweatshirt fabric.
70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW136412 (M) 3PW136413
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(L) 3PW136414

(XL) 3PW136415

(XXL) 3PW136416

003

BLOCKERFONT tee

T-shirt made from premium quality, lightweight, so-called Bouclé yarn, which
means an uneven yarn is used intentionally to achieve the special colour effect.
The front motif is partially matt-pressed, providing for a particularly classy,
velvety surface. woven label on waistband.
50% cotton / 50% polyester.
(S) 3PW136612 (M) 3PW136613
(XL) 3PW136615 (XXL) 3PW136616

005

Chino shorts

The vary latest chino shorts in a summery cotton fabric. Button with embossed logo,
small metal badge, woven outer label. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW126242
(XL) 3PW126245

(L) 3PW136614

marvin musquin: Offroad Toy Tee

(M) 3PW126243
(XXL) 3PW126246

(L) 3PW126244
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Powerwear 2013 for

christophe nambotin: Race Beast Tee

styling heroes
SLIM FIT

006

OFFROAD TOY TEE

Is that the 1980 KTM 125 MC or the ’79 KTM 420 MC? It’s the 1980 KTM 125 MC with the
35 mm M
 arzocchi forks, 89 kg dry weight and 54 mm bore – as any blind man can see.
Single Jersey, multicoloured front print, woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.

006

(S) 3PW136642
(XL) 3PW136645

(M) 3PW136643
(XXL) 3PW136646

(L) 3PW136644

hero 2013

Christophe
nambotin

007
SLIM FIT

007

race beast tee

Everybody knows it, but nobody has seen it: the orange race beast! For the first time ever,
somebody has succeeded in taking a photo and we thought we’d go and make a T-shirt
out of it. Single Jersey, specially coated lenses, woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136622
(XL) 3PW136625

(M) 3PW136623
(XXL) 3PW136626

(L) 3PW136624

You do not get 100% for nothing
You have to be lucky to succeed, but success is not a matter of luck.
Christophe has made that his mantra and approaches his races in
an extremely focussed, professional and concentrated manner. He
demands 100% perfection from everybody on the team; and he can
get pretty uncomfortable to be around if he thinks that his bike is not
perfectly set up. The professionalism that he demands from others,
he delivers himself. Not only during training and racing, but also as
a way of life: On racing weekends Christophe is often already in bed
when one or the other colleague is still debating what to eat for dinner. But then Christophe also likes to reach the finish line while the
others are still searching for the last check point.

8

008
008

MENS BERMUDAS

Loose-fit cargo shorts in a lovely washed look with loving details and plenty of pockets.
Leg bottoms with contrasting strips, woven label. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136252
(XL) 3PW136255

(M) 3PW136253
(XXL) 3PW136256

(L) 3PW136254
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Powerwear 2013 for

rok bagoroŠ: Make Me Smile Tee

styling heroes

009

SLIM FIT

009

MOTORACER 53 TEE

Elaborate KTM vintage wash with super-soft surface finish, thin pigment print,
woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136652
(XL) 3PW136655

(M) 3PW136653
(XXL) 3PW136656

(L) 3PW136654

011

010

hero 2013

rok
bagoroš
10

SLIM FIT

Dragons can become firemen
The start: A 16-year-old from some backwater village in north-east
Slovenia decides to become a professional stunt rider. The chance of
success is about the same as a fire-breathing dragon becoming a fireman. This was clear to Rok and for that reason he trained really hard
for years, making quite a few face plants in the process. As soon as he
started looking pretty good, he put videos of some of his stunts on-line
and promptly got invitations to larger contests. Then in 2010 he won his
first international stunt competition in Bordeaux. And so that Rok can
keep doing what he has to do, we have given him a professional stunt
riders contract. It’s life stories like that that win prizes at documentary
festivals ...

011

MAKE ME SMILE TEE

The information superhighway is overrated. Real speed in the real world is still much
more fun. And it will probably stay that way too. Single Jersey, multicoloured front
print, woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136672
(XL) 3PW136675

010

(M) 3PW136673
(XXL) 3PW136676

(L) 3PW136674

Mens cargo pants

Loose-fit cargo pants with several practical pockets. Fitted canvas bands, all buttons
with embossed logos. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW126212
(XL) 3PW126215

(M) 3PW126213
(XXL) 3PW126216

(L) 3PW126214
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Powerwear 2013 for

marvin musquin: Motoracer 53 Hoodie

styling heroes
012
012

MOTORACER 53 HOODIE

The styles in vintage KTM quality have been a best seller in the PowerWear collection for years
now. No wonder. You’d have to search far and wide to find such an authentic vintage look with
such a super-soft surface. Hood lined with sweatshirt fabric, kangaroo pouch pocket with
rib material at the pocket opening, stressed vintage print, contrasting overlock seams,
metal drawstring eyelets, woven hood label. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW136432
(M) 3PW136433
(XL) 3PW136435		 (XXL) 3PW136436

(L) 3PW136434

013

hero 2013

014

013

The Marvattack

super racer hooded sweatjacket

Hooded jacket in an authentic KTM vintage wash with super-soft surface finish. Hood lined with
printed single jersey, multicoloured flock front motif. Kangaroo pouch pocket with rib material
at the pocket opening, metal drawstring eyelets, woven hood label. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW136512 (M) 3PW136513 (L) 3PW136514 (XL) 3PW136515

(XXL) 3PW136516

SLIM FIT

014

go home tee

The elaborate surface finish not only provides for a very velvety feel, but
also for particularly “soft” colours. KTM vintage wash, pigment front print,
woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136662
(XL) 3PW136665

12

marvin
musquin

(M) 3PW136663
(XXL) 3PW136666

(L) 3PW136664

Marvin’s riding style is deceptive: Even in really tight turns or nasty
whoops everything looks so effortless, so calm and smooth. Technically
perfect and completely cool. Without effort, fighting or force. “Beautiful to look at, but is it really that fast?” is a question frequently asked.
All those who have ridden against Marvin know the answer: It is even
faster! At least double the world championship title speed. And recently
the Americans in the AMA Supercross have begun to wonder …
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Powerwear 2013 for

015

styling heroes

CHECKERED LONGSLEEVE SHIRT

Long-sleeve shirt in tough cotton fabric with lightly napped, soft finish.
Woven label on waistband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136312
(XL) 3PW136315

(M) 3PW136313
(XXL) 3PW136316

018

(L) 3PW136314

015

019
019
016

Great trucker cap with Goggles-Face print motif on the front and
small embroidered logo on the side. True to style with perforated
strip fastener at the rear. 60% cotton / 40% nylon.

MENS STRAIGHT JEANS REGULAR

Loose-fit jeans with refined wash and straight leg. Two-tone seams, embroidered
logo on rear pocket, contrasting orange panel on coin pocket, logo rivets and logo
buttons. 100% cotton.
(W30/L32) 3PW136211
(W33/L32) 3PW136214

(W31/L32) 3PW136212
(W34/L32) 3PW136215

TRUCKER CAP GOGGLES FACE

(One Size) 3PW136830

(W32/L32) 3PW136213
(W36/L32) 3PW136216

MENS STRAIGHT JEANS Long
(W32/L34) 3PW136223 (W33/L34) 3PW136224
(W34/L34) 3PW136225 (W36/L34) 3PW136226

018

MENS BRIGADE JACKET

Cool four-season jacket made from washed cotton canvas with very fine cut and workmanship
details. Featuring zip concealed with button trim, stylish cuff, embossed buttons, embroidered
logo badge on sleeve. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW126122

(M) 3PW126123

(L) 3PW126124

020

(XL) 3PW126125

020

(XXL) 3PW126126

CHECKED SCARF

Frayed scarf with different check patterns on front and back. On one side, “Race, don’t think”!
print motif, approx. 100 x 100 cm. 100% cotton.
(One Size) 3PW126010

016

017

017

CHECKERED SHORTSLEEVE SHIRT

Short-sleeve shirt in pure cotton fabric with attractive detailing:
Check design is rotated on the patch pockets, woven label on waistband.
100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136682
(XL) 3PW136685
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(M) 3PW136683
(XXL) 3PW136686

(L) 3PW136684

ryan dungey: Checkered Longsleeve Shirt
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Powerwear 2013 for

cyril despres: Mens Flight Leatherjacket

styling heroes

021
021

CAP AERONAUTICAL

Never have cold ears again: Cool, pilot-style cap with ear flaps
and warm and cosy lining.
(One Size) 3PW136840

022

022

MENS FLIGHT LEATHERJACKET

This is what really hot leather jackets look like at the moment: Classic pilot style with knitted cuffs in classy
buffalo leather. With detachable fur collar, checked inner lining, sewn-on embroidered badges, six outside and
three inside pockets. A real classic that will probably never go out of fashion. Outer material: pure buffalo
leather; inner lining: 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136112

16

(M) 3PW136113 (L) 3PW136114 (XL) 3PW136115 (XXL) 3PW136116
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Powerwear 2013 for

rok bagoroŠ: Massive Ethno Knitted Zip Jacket

styling heroes
023

MASSIVE ETHNO KNITTED
ZIP JACKET

Very casual, very stylish, very cool – a real eye-catcher:
Chunky-knit outdoor hooded jacket with cutting-edge
ethnic patterns and knitted-in “GO FAST OR GO HOME”
inscription over chest, sleeves and back.
Knit: 100% acrylic; lining: 100% polyester.
(S) 3PW136522
(L) 3PW136524
(XXL) 3PW136526

(M) 3PW136523
(XL) 3PW136525

023

024

025

MASSIVE ETHNO KNITTED SCARF

Cool, chunky-knit scarf with fashionable Norwegian pattern
and a clear message: “Go fast or go home”. A perfect match
for the MASSIVE ETHNO KNITTED ZIP JACKET and MASSIVE
ETHNO KNITTED BEANIE. Length approx. 160cm.
(One Size) 3PW136010

024

025

Mens Worker Jeans Regular

026

Worker-style jeans with extra pockets and elaborate detailing.
Used wash look, embroidered logo on rear pocket, logo rivets
and logo buttons.
100% cotton.
(W30/L32) 3PW136231
(W32/L32) 3PW136233
(W34/L32) 3PW136235

(W31/L32) 3PW136232
(W33/L32) 3PW136234
(W36/L32) 3PW136236

MENS Worker JEANS long
(W32/L34) 3PW136243
(W34/L34) 3PW136245

(W33/L34) 3PW136244
(W36/L34) 3PW136246

026

MASSIVE ETHNO KNITTED BEANIE

Casually styled, oversized, chunky-knit beanie with
knitted-in ethnic patterns – doesn’t just suit the
MASSIVE ETHNO knitted jacket. 100% knitted acrylic.
(One Size) 3PW136810
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Powerwear 2013 for

marvin musquin: Clear Downvest

styling heroes
027

MENS sporty softshelljacket

Stylish softshell jacket with hood and trendy colour combination. Wind and water-repellent
outer material with soft inner lining, making it very pleasant to wear. Hood and waistband
adjustment with elastic drawstrings, full-length front zip fastener, two concealed,
slit side pockets, small embroidered logo on sleeve. 100% polyamide.
(S) 3PW136122
(XL) 3PW136125

(M) 3PW136123
(XXL) 3PW136126

(L) 3PW136124

027
028

028

MENS CLEAR ORANGE DOWNJACKET

Featherweight high-tech down jacket with high quality filling of
90% genuine duck down and 10% feathers. Thanks to its high quality
insulation, the jacket defies cold, wind and even light rain without
adding bulk. Three outer and one inside pocket, all with zip fastener.
High-cut collar, hood and waistband with drawstring adjustment.
Wind and water-repellent, high-tech polyamide outer material.
Also available in black; see MENS DOWNJACKET BLACK.
(S) 3PW136132
(XL) 3PW136135

(M) 3PW136133
(XXL) 3PW136136

(L) 3PW136134

029

029

CLEAR DOWNvest

Stylish top, very functional and versatile. Thanks to its high quality down filling, this gilet keeps you
really warm without adding bulk and can also be worn comfortably under the jacket. No matter what,
you have that pleasantly warm “duck down feeling”. Three outer and one inside pocket, all with zip
fastener. High-cut collar, hood and waistband with drawstring adjustment. Wind and water-repellent,
high-tech polyamide outer material. Filling 90% genuine duck down and 10% feathers.
(S) 3PW136532
(XL) 3PW136535
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(M) 3PW136533
(XXL) 3PW136536

(L) 3PW136534
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ken roczen: Smashingfast Hooded Sweatjacket

hero 2013

ken
roczen

Talent is overrated
When someone wins his first World Championship race at 15,
becomes world champion at 17, and right from the start mixes it up
with the best of them for top spot on the podium in the American
Supercross, everybody writes about the “German Wonderkid” and the
“talent of the century”. Lets not pretend: You don't find his image
on Red Bull cans at the supermarket just because he has talent and

22

because he looks good. The bitter truth for “normal” riders is this:
Ken rode his first race at three (what were you doing at that age?)
and has trained over 10.000 hours since then. If you start today and
practice for one hour every day, in about 27 years you might also get
that far. Maybe they will also call you the “Wonderkid” in 2039 ...
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Powerwear 2013 for

available in kids Sizes

030

styling heroes

MX HERO HOODED SWEATJACKET BLACK

Very elaborate hooded jacket with concealed, slit side pockets. All-over prints on
the front and sleeves, embroidered KTM logo on the chest. The hood is constructed
in several parts with contrast piping and printed mesh inner lining. High quality,
shape-retentive sweatshirt fabric made from combed cotton, reactively coloured,
napped on the inside with a base weight of over 300 g/sqm. Woven neckband,
printed drawstring eyelets. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.

030

(S) 3PW135522
(XL) 3PW135525		

(M) 3PW135523
(XXL) 3PW135526

035

(L) 3PW135524

031
032

available in kids Sizes

032

CAP MX HERO

Sports cap with MX graphics made using a mixed embroidery / printing technique.
Embossed logo clasp, small embroidered logo on the back, lightweight cotton lining,
printed inner strips. 100% polyacrylic. For kids as well; see Racekid Equipment.
(One Size) 3PW135820

031

034

MX HERO HOODED SWEATJACKET orange

(S) 3PW135532
(XL) 3PW135535

(M) 3PW135533
(XXL) 3PW135536

(L) 3PW135534

036

033
033

ALLROUNDER MX HERO

Very practical: All-in-one neckerchief, bandana, headband, scarf
and much more. Made from lightweight polyester fabric without
side seams. 100% polyester.
(One Size) 3PW135860
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available in kids Sizes

034

035

MX HERO TEE BLACK

The MX HERO T-shirts are printed on the front using a clever, mixed screen printing
technique: Large textile print on the chest, palpably raised chest logo thanks to special
3D printing process. High quality single jersey, woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW135632
(XL) 3PW135635

(M) 3PW135633
(XXL) 3PW135636

(L) 3PW135634

MX HERO TEE orange

(S) 3PW135642
(XL) 3PW135645

036

(M) 3PW135643
(XXL) 3PW135646

(L) 3PW135644

MX HERO TEE white

(S) 3PW135652
(XL) 3PW135655

(M) 3PW135653
(XXL) 3PW135656

(L) 3PW135654

ken roczen: MX Hero Tee White
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Powerwear 2013 for

antoine meo: Squares Tee Yellow

styling heroes
037

037

SQUARES HOODED SWEATJACKET

Heavy sweat jacket with multicoloured, asymmetric printed / embroidered motifs on the
front, hood and small ones on the back. The hood is fully lined with sweatshirt material.
Kangaroo pouch pocket, printed drawstring eyelets, woven neckband.
70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW135542
(XL) 3PW135545

(M) 3PW135543
(XXL) 3PW135546

(L) 3PW135544

038

039

039

squares tee yellow

(S) 3PW135672
(XL) 3PW135675

038

squares tee BLACK

T-shirt with large, four-colour logo graphics on the front. Small graphic
print on the back in the hip area plus contrasting embroidered seam.
High quality single jersey, woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW135662
(XL) 3PW135665

(M) 3PW135663
(XXL) 3PW135666

040

(L) 3PW135664

040

ALLROUNDER squares

Very practical: All-in-one neckerchief, bandana, headband, scarf and much more.
Made from light-weight polyester fabric without side seams. 100% polyester.
(One Size) 3PW135870

26

(M) 3PW135673
(XXL) 3PW135676

(L) 3PW135674

hero 2013

antoine
meo

A wannabe mechanic
The enjoyment Antoine gets from working on and tinkering with motorcycles makes us think he must have been a mechanic or an engineer in
a previous life. We had to persuade him with the threat of physical force
to leave his factory bike alone, because KTM has experts for that. Now
he lets off steam on his own private motorcycles in his free time and
takes care of racing when he’s with us. That’s where he has the most
fun after all.
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styling heroes

044

042

044

MENS SOFTSHELL JACKET RACING

Short sports softshell jacket with contrasting panels. Embroidery
on the chest and zip cover, orange mesh lining, adjustable
waistband and collar, two zip pockets. 100% polyamide.

041

(S) 3PW135122
(XL) 3PW135125

(M) 3PW135123
(XXL) 3PW135126

(L) 3PW135124

045
041

SMASHINGFAST TEE

T-shirt with asymmetric front print. High quality single jersey, woven neckband.
100% cotton.
(S) 3PW135682
(XL) 3PW135685

(M) 3PW135683
(XXL) 3PW135686

(L) 3PW135684

046
042

043

043

STYLE CAP SMASHINGFAST

045

SMASHINGFAST HOODED SWEATJACKET

Sporty cap with mesh panels and 3D-effect embroidery on the front. Lightweight
cotton lining, printed inner strips, small embroidered logo on the back, metal buckle
with embossed logo. 100% polyacrylic.

Sporty hooded jacket with diagonally positioned logo graphics.
The hood is lined with single jersey in a contrasting colour. Metal
zip fastener, kangaroo pouch pocket, printed drawstring eyelets,
woven neckband. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW135552
(XL) 3PW135555

(M) 3PW135553
(XXL) 3PW135556

(One Size) 3PW135810

(L) 3PW135554

Original FLEXFIT cap with large MX print on the
front. Multicoloured contrasting seams on peak,
small embroidered logo on the side.
98% cotton / 2% elastane.
(S/M) 3PW135830

Cap KTM racer

046

SOFTSHELL VEST

Elaborately-finished softshell vest with three zip pockets. Comfortable,
elastic softshell exterior with soft microfleece lining. Wind and
water-repellent, logo prints on the shoulders and under the back
of the collar. 90% polyester / 10% elastane.

(L/XL) 3PW135831

(XS) 3PW115561
(L) 3PW115564

antoine meo: Mens Performance Jacket

(S) 3PW115562
(XL) 3PW115565

(M) 3PW115563
(XXL) 3PW115566

047

047

MENS PERFORMANCE JACKET

Ultra-practical, functional sports jacket made from two-layer polar fleece with windproof
inner membrane and contrasting panels in black structured softshell. The hood is lined
with soft fleece and, just like the waistband, it can be adjusted with elastic drawstrings.
Three large zip pockets, discreet embroidered logo. 100% polyester.
(S) 3PW135132
(XL) 3PW135135
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(M) 3PW135133
(XXL) 3PW135136

(L) 3PW135134
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Powerwear 2013 for

styling heroes

048

051
051

BUSINESS CARDIGAN

Classical cardigan style in sporty sweatshirt material: Peculiarly, the buttons
are fixed in place with a contrasting woven band. Two small front pockets, collar
facing in contrasting check design, small embroidered logo on chest. Lovely,
unnapped sweatshirt fabric. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.

049

(S) 3PW135562
(XL) 3PW135565

(M) 3PW135563
(XXL) 3PW135566

(L) 3PW135564

052
048

BUSINESS ZIP JACKET

052

Very refined sports sweatshirt with gleaming metal zip fasteners on the cuffs.
Particularly fine cut with distinctive stitching, collar with press-stud fastener
and contrasting inner check pattern, two slit side pockets, logo zip-pull.
Unnapped sweatshirt fabric on the inside. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW135572
(XL) 3PW135575

049

(M) 3PW135573
(XXL) 3PW135576

BUSINESS BUTTON-UP LONGSLEEVE SHIRT

High quality men’s shirt in a sporty check design with discreetly woven, orange stripes.
All buttons are lasered with the KTM logo, contrasting orange button thread.
Small embroidered logo on the chest. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW135312
(XL) 3PW135315

(L) 3PW135574

(M) 3PW135313
(XXL) 3PW135316

(L) 3PW135314

MENS DOWNJACKET BLACK

Featherweight high-tech down jacket with high quality filling of
90% genuine duck down and 10% feathers. Thanks to its high quality
insulation, the jacket defies cold, wind and even light rain without
adding bulk. Three outer and one inside pocket, all with zip fastener.
High-cut collar, hood and waistband with drawstring adjustment.
Wind and water-repellent, high-tech polyamide outer material.
Also available in stylish orange; see MENS DOWNJACKET ORANGE.
(S) 3PW135142
(XL) 3PW135145

(M) 3PW135143
(XXL) 3PW135146

050

054

(L) 3PW135144

053

LOGO POLO BLACK

The classic: High quality cotton polo shirt with 3-button panel and
contrasting stripes. Small, discreet embroidered logo on the chest.
100% cotton.

050

(S) 3PW125652
(XL) 3PW125655

knitted troyer

Mixed-material knitted pullover with Troyer collar. Contrasting seams in the
collar, lasered buttons with KTM logo, woven label and small embroidered logo
on waistband. Knit: 100% acrylic; contrast material: 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW136442
(XL) 3PW136445
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(M) 3PW136443
(XXL) 3PW136446

(L) 3PW136444

(M) 3PW125653
(XXL) 3PW125656

(L) 3PW125654

053
054

LOGO POLO white

(S) 3PW125662
(XL) 3PW125665

(M) 3PW125663
(XXL) 3PW125666

(L) 3PW125664
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058

available in kids Sizes

available in kids Sizes

055

058

team Tee

055

Factory Racing look: T-shirt in Factory Team design with contrasting
insets on body and sleeves. Small “KTM Racing” print on the front
and large on the back. In a classic, looser fit.
100% cotton. Also in kids’ sizes.
(S) 3PW085612
(XL) 3PW085615

(M) 3PW085613
(XXL) 3PW085616

team hooded

Elaborate hooded sweat in Factory design. Contrasting insets, lined hood,
two front pockets. Small “KTM Racing” print on the front and large
on the back. In a classic, looser fit. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
Also in kids’ sizes.

(L) 3PW085614

(S) 3PW085422
(XL) 3PW085425

(M) 3PW085423
(XXL) 3PW085426

(L) 3PW085424

056
059
059
056

Factory-design sweatshirt with Troyer collar and slit side pockets.
Small “KTM Racing” print on the front and large on the back.
70% cotton / 30% polyester.

team polo

Team polo with contrasting insets in plain single jersey. Small “KTM Racing” print
on front and back. In a classic, looser fit. 100% cotton. Also in girls’ sizes.
(S) 3PW085632
(XL) 3PW085635

(M) 3PW085633
(XXL) 3PW085636

team troyer

(S) 3PW135412
(XL) 3PW135415

(L) 3PW085634

(M) 3PW135413
(XXL) 3PW135416

(L) 3PW135414

057
060

available in kids Sizes

available in kids Sizes

057

team shirt

060

Double-coloured short-sleeved team shirt with sporty button-down collar and pocket
on the chest. Small “KTM Racing” embroidery on the front and large on the back.
Comfortable to wear mix-quality. In a classic, looser fit. 50% cotton / 50% polyester.
Also in girls’ and kids’ sizes.
(S) 3PW085622
(XL) 3PW085625
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(M) 3PW085623
(XXL) 3PW085626

(L) 3PW085624

team fleece

Temperature regulating polar fleece jacket in Factory Team design with two
pockets on the sides. Small “KTM Racing” embroidery on the front and large on
the back. In a classic, looser fit. 100% polyester. Also in girls’ and kids’ sizes.
(S) 3PW085512
(XL) 3PW085515

(M) 3PW085513
(XXL) 3PW085516

(L) 3PW085514
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061

061

065
065

replica team tee

Replica factory team T-shirt with sponsor prints on the chest and sleeve.
Two additional large sponsor prints on the back. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW135612
(XL) 3PW135615

MENS WINDBREAKER

(M) 3PW135613
(XXL) 3PW135616

(L) 3PW135614

Multi-coloured windbreaker jacket in light, water-repellent premium
nylon with practical zip pockets. Long sleeves and collar print.
100% polyester.
(S) 3PW115132
(M) 3PW115133
(XL) 3PW115135		(XXL) 3PW115136

(L) 3PW115134

066

066

replica team shirt

Shirt in the factory team look with embroidered sponsor logos on the chest and sleeve.
Two additional large sponsor prints on the back. Contrasting logo tape on the button panel.
35% polyester / 65% cotton.

062

(S) 3PW135622
(XL) 3PW135625

063

Available in kids Sizes

062

racing black tee

(M) 3PW135623
(XXL) 3PW135626

(L) 3PW135624

067

The classic: High quality single jersey T-shirt. Large “KTM Racing” print
on the back, smaller on the chest, additional sponsor print on the sleeve.
In a classic, looser fit. 100% cotton.
Also available in kids’ sizes, see Racekid Equipment.
(S) 3B16422
(XL) 3B16425

(M) 3B16423
(XXL) 3B16426

(L) 3B16424

067
063

racing white tee

(S) 3B85652
(XL) 3B85655

064

Temperature-regulating polar fleece jacket in factory team design with
five embroidered logos on the chest and two more large embroidered logos
on the back. 100% polyester.

(L) 3B85654

(S) 3PW135512
(XL) 3PW135515

racing orange tee

(S) 3B85642
(XL) 3B85645
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(M) 3B85653
(XXL) 3B85656

(M) 3B85643
(XXL) 3B85646

replica team fleece

(M) 3PW135513
(XXL) 3PW135516

(L) 3PW135514

(L) 3B85644

064
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069
068

REPLICA TEAM CAP trucker

Cap in original factory team style with large embroidered
KTM logo on front panel and two additional embroidered
logos on sides. 60% cotton / 40% nylon.
(One Size) 3PW135910

069

REPLICA TEAM CAP STYLE

Cap in original factory team style with large embroidered KTM logo on front panel and
two additional embroidered logos on the sides. 100% cotton.

070

(S/M) 3PW135891

(L/XL) 3PW135892

072

070

cap black

Cap in high-quality cotton twill fabric with embroidered logo on the
front and back. Peak with contrasting stitching, orange peak underside,
embossed logo clasp. 100% cotton.

071
072

REPLICA TEAM BEANIE

(One Size) 3PW125830

Longer cut beanie in original factory team style with large embroidered KTM logo
on front and two additional embroidered logos on the sides. Made from a lightweight
material for those slightly warmer days. 100% acrylic.

071

(One Size) 3PW135920

cap orange

Like Cap Black. Black peak underside.
(One Size) 3PW125840

074

073
Available in kids Sizes

074
073

TEAM CAP white black

Factory team design in different colours.
Made from 100% polyacrylic with industrial surface feel.

TEAM CAP orange

The cap in the factory team design. With three pieces of
embroidery and additional WP embroidery on the side.
100% polyacrylic.
(One Size) 3PW095810

(One Size) 3PW095820

36
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hero 2013

the
mechanic
Someone has to do it
Motor sport at the top level is team sport. The rider can only win if
everybody on the team is able to delivery top performance exactly
when it is needed. The victories (and also the mistakes) of the rider
may be what the public focusses on - but a mistake by a mechanic
can be just as decisive as to whether the race is won or lost.

38

At this level good mechanics often know what the rider needs better
than he does. For that reason we tip our hat to all of the pit crew
who, with their experience and their knowledge, make sure that KTM
makes it onto the podium.
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Just as tough and well designed as the full-length version, the only difference
is the short leg length. 35% cotton / 65% polyester.
(S) 3PW105222
(XL) 3PW105225

078

075

075

mechanic pants short

(M) 3PW105223
(XXL) 3PW105226

(L) 3PW105224

079

mechanic hoodie

Cleverly thought-out hoodie that you can even wear when bolt-tightening without
the hood falling forwards all the time. Likewise very practical: two side pockets
with zip fasteners and an extra press-stud pocket for your mobile phone, which
can also be opened with one hand. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(S) 3PW135422
(XL) 3PW135425

(M) 3PW135423
(XXL) 3PW135426

079

(L) 3PW135424

mechanic pants

From the KTM Workwear collection: Mechanic’s trousers made from tough, woven canvas
cotton / polyester mix. Comfortable to wear, roomy jean-type pockets, perfectly designed
details. 35% cotton / 65% polyester.
(S) 3PW105212
(XL) 3PW105215

080

077

076

(M) 3PW105213
(XXL) 3PW105216

(L) 3PW105214

mechanic apron

Mechanic’s apron with intelligent, individually adjustable
fastening system. Three separate pockets on the front,
large printed logo. 35% cotton / 65% polyester.
(One Size) 3PW105030

081

mechanic gloves technician

Mechanic Glove developed especially for the use in the workshop and on the racetrack.
Original Spandex stretch on the palm for perfect fit. Highly elastic Lycra on the finger sides.
Clarino synthetic leather reinforcements on the palm and on the fingertips. Velcro closure
with KTM TPR patch on the wrist.

080

076

mechanic sweat

077

Tough cotton twill mechanic’s shirt in easy-care black. 2 spacious breast pockets,
concealed button panel (preventing chafing), decorative and tacking seams in orange
and 4 embroidered motifs in total to the front and back. 50% cotton / 50% polyester.

(S) 3PW115432
(XL) 3PW115435

(S) 3PW115602
(XL) 3PW115605
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(L) 3PW115434

(M/9) 3B75713
(XXL/12) 3B75716

(L/10) 3B75714

mechanic shirt

Practical sweatshirt in quality heavy duty cotton with 2 concealed zip pockets.
Decorative and tacking seams in orange, prints on the breast, sleeves and back.
100% cotton.
(M) 3PW115433
(XXL) 3PW115436

(S/8) 3B75712
(XL/11) 3B75715

(M) 3PW115603
(XXL) 3PW115606

(L) 3PW115604

081
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083

082

082

BEANIE MX CHESS

084

Fashionable, oversized, Jacquard-knit beanie with small woven label.
100% knitted acrylic.
(One Size) 3PW136820

083

BEANIE LOGO OUTLINE ORANGE

Classically cut beanie with knitted logo pattern and small “WE RACE” label.
100% knitted acrylic.

085

REAL RACEMEN UNDERWEAR

(One Size) 3PW135840

An important rule of racing: “To finish first, first you have to finish”!
What does that have to do with these pants? No idea ...
95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(S) 3PW136032
(XL) 3PW136035

(M) 3PW136033
(XXL) 3PW136036

(L) 3PW136034

084

BEANIE LOGO OUTLINE white

(One Size) 3PW135850

085

086
086

MECHANICS UNDERWEAR

Stretch jersey pants with logo waistband. Prints front and back.
95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(S) 3PW136022
(XL) 3PW136025
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(M) 3PW136023
(XXL) 3PW136026

(L) 3PW136024

43

092
087

coolmax socks

(41-43) 3PW125010

Individually adjustable armband made from the same embossed leather as the belt. Press studs with embossed logo.

087

The surface area of Coolmax fibre is approx. 25% larger than normal – this
ensures optimum moisture transport and maximum comfort.
85% Coolmax / 5% elastane / 10% polyamide.

LEATHER wristband

(One Size) 3PW137300

Powerwear 2013 for
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(44-46) 3PW125011

092

093

KTM Feel free wristband

Rubber armband with special magnets on the inside.
(S) 3pw137180

088

088

(m) 3pw137190

(L) 3pw137200

093

sportswear socks

Sportswear socks with rings and knitted logo. Pleasant to wear, elastic mixed fabric with a high cotton
content. 77% cotton / 20% polyamide / 3% elastane.
(41-43) 3PW135010

094

(44-46) 3PW135011

stripes belt

Sporty belt with fine metal buckle. Hard-wearing, woven nylon strap, fully adjustable.
100% polyester.
(One Size) 3PW127730

089

094

089 Beach sandals
After a day in motorcycle boots, these are heaven on earth: Strap sandals with
an asymmetric logo motif. Three-ply 15 mm sandwich sole with punched-out
logo on the underside.
(39/40) 3PW127152

095

leather belt men

Leather belt with subtle RACING embossing over the entire length.
Metal buckle with small KTM logo.

(41/42) 3PW127153 (43/44) 3PW127154 (45/46) 3PW127155

(95 cm) 3PW137290

(105 cm) 3PW137291

090

090

095

paddock sneaker

High-quality leisure shoe made of nappa leather. Multi-coloured,
sporty flat rubber sole. Timber-mesh lining.
(38/6) 3PW105020
(41/8) 3PW105023
(44/10.5) 3PW105026

(39/6.5) 3PW105021
(42/9) 3PW105024
(45/11.5) 3PW105027

(40/7.5) 3PW105022
(43/10) 3PW105025
(46/12) 3PW105028

096

LEATHER BELT ONE 4 ALL

Real leather belt with metal buckle. KTM logo embossed in the metal loop.
(95 cm) 3PW137281

091

(105 cm) 3PW137282

KTM urban shoe

Good-looking sneaker made from grained smooth leather and soft nubuck. With 3M
reflective piping, KTM flag label and a multicoloured rubber sole featuring the KTM logo.
(38/6) 3PW126030
(41/8) 3PW126033
(44/10.5) 3PW126036

(39/6.5) 3PW126031
(42/9) 3PW126034
(45/11.5) 3PW126037

(40/7.5) 3PW126032
(43/10) 3PW126035
(46/12) 3PW126038

091
44

096
45
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Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection.
Soft nose pads.

Large stainless steel watch with 51 mm diameter. The case is ion-plated in a high
vacuum, i.e., ions bombard the steel at very high speed and penetrate deeper, hence
making the surface particularly abrasion-proof. With tachometer ring for measuring
speed, hardened mineral glass, high quality Seiko mechanism, rubber strap with
stainless steel clasp and orange stitching. Waterproof to 10 ATM.

3PW137550

3PW137530

097

097

r2r watch black / Orange

shades race 13

101
098

shades r2r white

Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection. Soft nose pads.

098

3PW137570

099

shades style 13

Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection. Soft nose pads.
3PW137560

099

100
100

102

shades MX blue

Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection.
3PW137580

102

CHRONO GUN METAL LIMITED

Stainless steel chronograph with 51 mm diameter, IPGUN-plated case
(see also R2R Watch). With hardened mineral glass, Seiko chronograph
mechanism, stainless steel base, stainless steel crown, rubber strap with
stainless steel clasp. Waterproof to 10 ATM. Limited edition.
3PW137540

46

47

sarah whitmore: Girls Sliced Font Tee

hero 2013

sarah

whitmore
Miss Perfect
Talent is not distributed evenly amongst everyone: On a Motocross
bike she is one of the fastest women on the planet (you can see her
this year in the Women’s Motocross Series and the Six Days), and
“on the side” she also writes columns (every month in Racer X Il-

48

lustrated) and books (a first novel is in the works). And should there
actually be nothing to do on a particular weekend, she hangs out
with Travis Pastrana and practices freestyle tricks in the foam pit.
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103

103 GIRLS Squares hooded sweatjacket
Sporty hooded jacket in a great combination of colours. Loving details
with inlaid, rounded, knitted cuffs, overlock seams and multicoloured
graphic prints. Elastic sweatshirt fabric, unnapped on the inside, hood
lined with single jersey. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138531
(L) 3PW138534

(S) 3PW138532
(XL) 3PW138535

(M) 3PW138533

104

104

GIRLS Squares tee

High quality, single jersey T-shirt with large front print and
woven label on the waistband. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138641
(L) 3PW138644
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(S) 3PW138642
(XL) 3PW138645

(M) 3PW138643
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107
105
107

105

Everybody knows it, but nobody has seen it: the orange race beast! For the first time ever,
somebody has succeeded in taking a photo and we thought we’d go and make a T-shirt out of it.
At first glance, barely discernible from the male of the species, but much more dangerous and
wilder: The female race beast. Single Jersey, specially coated lenses, woven label on waistband.
100% cotton.

GIRLS VINTAGE INTERNATIONAL HOODIE

Hoodie in an authentic KTM vintage wash with super-soft surface finish. The hood
is lined with teddy fur, all cuffs are finished with open edging, kangaroo pouch
pocket with rib material at the pocket opening. Broken front print, metal drawstring
eyelets, extra wide straps, woven hood label. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(XS) 3PW138421
(L) 3PW138424

(S) 3PW138422
(XL) 3PW138425

GIRLS racebunny TEE

(XS) 3PW138621 (S) 3PW138622 (M) 3PW138623 (L) 3PW138624 (XL) 3PW138625

(M) 3PW138423

108

GIRLS SCARED KITTEN TEE

108

KTM motorcycles are loud, fast and orange. If that’s sometimes a bit too much for you,
you’ll definitely like this T-shirt. Single jersey, woven label on sleeve. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138631
(L) 3PW138634

(S) 3PW138632
(XL) 3PW138635

(M) 3PW138633

106

106

109

GIRLS VINTAGE INTERNATIONAL SWEATPANTS

Loose-fit sweatpants made from soft, pre-washed vintage sweatshirt fabric.
Open edging on the waistband, two side pockets, small front print and woven label.
The leg bottoms can be drawn tight with an internal cord. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(XS) 3PW138211
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(S) 3PW138212

(M) 3PW138213

(L) 3PW138214

(XL) 3PW138215

109

GIRLS chino shorts

Beautifully cut chino shorts in stylish colour and pleasant to wear cotton fabric.
Inner lining finished in a contrasting colour, embossed metal buttons,
KTM embroidery on the rear pocket flap. 100% cotton.
(S) 3PW128222

(m) 3PW128223

(l) 3PW128224

(xL) 3PW128225
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110

GIRLS SLICED FONT HOODIE

Hoodie with stylish collar in lightweight sweatshirt fabric with super-soft
inner lining. Golden 3D print, Kangaroo pouch pocket, inlaid rounded edging
cuffs and woven hood label. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(XS) 3PW138411
(L) 3PW138414

(S) 3PW138412
(XL) 3PW138415

(M) 3PW138413

111

111

GIRLS SLICED FONT tee

Ultra-soft, pre-washed jersey fabric with golden 3D front print,
woven label on sleeve. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138611
(L) 3PW138614
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(S) 3PW138612
(XL) 3PW138615

(M) 3PW138613
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115

GIRLS KNITTED NORWEGIAN JACKET

When it gets colder again at the racetrack: Chunky-knit jacket with hood and
two slit side pockets. Woven label on waistband. 100% knitted acrylic.
(XS) 3PW138541 (S) 3PW138542
(L) 3PW138544 (XL) 3PW138545

112

(M) 3PW138543

GIRLS ornamental logo tee

High quality, single jersey T-shirt with super-soft surface finish.
Elaborate, hand-drawn graphic print, woven label on sleeve.
100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138651
(L) 3PW138654

(S) 3PW138652
(XL) 3PW138655

(M) 3PW138653

113

GIRLS triangle sweatjacket

Exceptional hoodie with a wealth of lovely, elaborate details: Multicoloured, asymmetric
cut, flap pockets with press-studs, front zip fastener with attached cords, hood lined with
patterned single jersey, logo panel on sleeve and woven hood label. Made from specially
pre-washed, elastic sweatshirt fabric with a soft surface finish. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(XS) 3PW138521
(L) 3PW138524

(S) 3PW138522
(XL) 3PW138525

(M) 3PW138523

114

114

GIRLS CHECKERED BLOUSE

Cool checked blouse with elbow pads and small woven label on waistband.
Fashionably longer cut, clever collar construction. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138321
(L) 3PW138324

56

(S) 3PW138322
(XL) 3PW138325

(M) 3PW138323
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GIRLS STYLE JACKET

Stylish four-season jacket in pre-washed canvas. Embroidered seams and cuffs, hidden
zipper with toggle fasteners, elaborate stitching and detailing, logo badge on sleeve.
100% cotton.
(S) 3PW128122

(M) 3PW128123

(L) 3PW128124

(XL) 3PW128125

117
117

GIRLS downvest

Stylish, practical and versatile – what more could you ask for? Thanks to its high quality down filling, this gilet keeps
you really warm without adding bulk and can also be worn comfortably under the jacket. No matter what, you have that
pleasantly warm “cuddly feeling”. Outer pockets and inside pocket with zip fasteners, high-cut collar, hood and
waistband with drawstring adjustment. Wind and water-repellent, high-tech polyamide outer material.
Filling 90% genuine duck down and 10% feathers.
(xS) 3PW138511 (s) 3PW138512

(m) 3PW138513

(l) 3PW138514

(xl) 3PW138515

118

hero 2013

ALEXAH
PEARSON
58

Model athlete
No matter what the bet with Alexah Pearson is about, one should think
it over carefully before placing it: Somersaults, push-ups, flick-flacks?
Probably not a good idea, because Alexah uses these for warm-ups
before the race. Her physical fitness is intimidating for normal mortals,
and even quite impressive for professional athletes. So would you rather
race against Alexah? You could try that, but don’t be overconfident:
Nobody in America becomes “Rookie of the Year” by just rolling around
the track a little bit.

alexah pearson: Girls Sporty Softshell Jacket

118

GIRLS SPORTY SOFTSHELL JACKET

Stylish softshell jacket in a great combination of colours. Wind and waterrepellent outer material with soft inner lining, making it very pleasant to
wear. Hood and waistband adjustment with elastic drawstrings, two zipped
side pockets, small embroidered logo on sleeve. 100% polyamide.
(XS) 3PW138111
(L) 3PW138114

(S) 3PW138112
(XL) 3PW138115

(M) 3PW138113
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119
123

122
119

122

Logo shirt with a large front print and contrasting designer seams
around the arm holes and shoulders. Premium elastic blend.
95% cotton / 5% elastane.

GIRLS SHUT-UP PU JACKET

Lightweight polyurethane, imitation leather jacket with hood. The front
zip runs up over the hood, three outer and two inside pockets, blouson
style with knitted cuffs.
Outer material: 100% polyurethane; lining: 100% polyester.
(xS) 3PW138121
(L) 3PW138124

(s) 3PW138122
(XL) 3PW138125

GIRLS logo tee black

(S) 3PW118682
(xL) 3PW118685

(M) 3PW118683

(l) 3PW118684

(m) 3PW138123

123

girls logo tee white

(S) 3PW118692
(XL) 3PW118695

124

(M) 3PW118693

(L) 3PW118694

124

GIRLS team shirt

Factory Team shirt in special girls’ cut: Double-coloured team shirt with sporty collar,
small front and large back embroidery. Comfortable to wear mix-quality.
50% cotton / 50% polyester.

120

(S) 3PW088612

(M) 3PW088613

(L) 3PW088614

(XL) 3PW088615

121
125

125
120

GIRLS business BLOUSE

High quality women’s blouse in a sporty check design with discreetly woven, orange
stripes. All buttons lasered with KTM logo, sleeve buttons sewn on with orange thread.
Discreet embroidered logo on the chest. 100% cotton.
(XS) 3PW138311
(L) 3PW138314
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(S) 3PW138312
(XL) 3PW138315

121

GIRLS team fleece

Girls jacket in temperature regulating polar fleece in Factory Team design with two pockets
on the sides. Small “KTM Racing” embroidery on the front and large on the back.
100% polyester.

GIRLS cargo pants

Loose-fit cargo chinos with large front pocket openings and flap-pockets on the leg.
Fine interior finish. 100% cotton twill.

(S) 3PW088512

(M) 3PW088513

(L) 3PW088514

(XL) 3PW088515

(M) 3PW138313
(S) 3PW128212

(M) 3PW128213

(L) 3PW128214

(XL) 3PW128215
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130

130

GIRLS shades black

Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection.
3PW137600

126

126

GIRLS flexible beanie

As the whim takes you: The best thing about this knitted beanie is that you can
simply change the pompom and there you have it: three beanies for the price of one.
Or four even, since the oversized beanie also looks great without a pompom.
100% knitted acrylic.
(One Size) 3PW138810

127

131

GRID GIRL UNDERWEAR

Fashionable bag with wide shoulder strap. Practical design with padded compartment,
e.g. for iPad. Exclusively for KTM by Ogio.

One of the top-sellers in the Racegirl collection for years now and this year it’s brandnew again. This time with a seductive slogan on the bottom. With logo waistband and
print on the rear. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(XS) 3PW138011
(L) 3PW138014

(S) 3PW138012
(XL) 3PW138015

131

GIRLS BUTTON PURSE

3PW127090

(M) 3PW138013

127

132

129

GIRLS STRIPED SOCKS
132

Stripes and trendy colours in double pack – what more could you
ask for? With knitted KTM logo. 100% cotton.
(35-38) 3PW138020

GIRLS BRACELET

Braided leather bracelet with high quality fastener
and five removable pendants. Length approx. 20.5 cm.

(39-42) 3PW138021

3PW137470

133

129
128
133

GIRLS R2R WATCH BLUE / PINK

Ladies watch with stainless steel case. Polished silver, dark blue face with
pink numbers and graduations. Hour, minute and second hands, plus date
display between 4 and 5 o’clock. Stainless steel base featuring KTM logo.
Dark blue rubber strap with stainless steel clasp featuring KTM logo.
Waterproof to 3 ATM. Case Ø 39 mm.
3PW137340

128

LEATHER BELT ONE 4 ALL

Real leather belt with metal buckle. KTM logo embossed in
the metal loop.
(85 cm) 3PW137280 (95 cm) 3PW137281

62
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heroes 2013

the young

riders

What it’s actually all about
If you really want to know what makes motorcycling such a great
experience, take a look at kids doing it: How they concentrate completely on the moment, not allowing any distraction, forgetting time
and themselves, and being totally absorbed in the challenge. In that

64

moment the aim is not the trophy or the glory or the money ... It’s just
the ride. Psychologists call this state “flow” – a form of happiness
that we can affect ourselves. But such psychological theories really
don’t matter to kids. They just want to ride.
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babies

136
136

2013

baby STUNT RIDER BEANIE

Safety first: Baby helmet for those first few stunts. 100% cotton.
(One Size) 3PW139840

134
137

137

baby BODY SUPERRACER

Long-sleeve baby-grow for new additions to the KTM Racing Team.
With all-over pattern and large front motif. 100% cotton.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139031

134

(80/18 mo) 3PW139032

baby RACING BODY

Official factory outfit for racers of the future: Long-sleeve romper suit with
practical, easy-entry, press-stud fastener and elastic panel on the bottom.
100% cotton.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139021

(80/18 mo) 3PW139022

135
138

baby WARNING SPLASH GUARD

Baby’s bib with practical warning and quick release.
Conveniently reversible. 100% cotton.
(One Size) 3PW139040

135

baby RACING BOOTS SOCKS

MX soft boots for babies, with anti-slip soles for racers aged
9–12 months. 75% cotton / 22% polyamide / 3% elastane.
(One Size) 3PW139050
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2013

141
141

baby HOODED SWEATJACKET

Multicoloured baby hoodie with press-stud fastener. Lined hood,
contrasting seams, sewn-on No.1 motif. 100% cotton.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139521

(80/18 mo) 3PW139522

139

139

baby SPEED SHOP LONGSLEEVE

Long-sleeve, single jersey shirt with contrasting cuffs and seams. Comfortable fit
thanks to elastane content. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139321

142

(80/18 mo) 3PW139322

baby pants

Pants to match the hoodie with enough room for baby-mounted, fluid restraint
systems. Embroidered logo, knee pads. 100% cotton.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139221

(80/18 mo) 3PW139222

142

140

143
143

baby tights

High-end racing: Maximum grip with minimum aerodynamic resistance. Colourful tights
with anti-slip print on the sole. 80% cotton / 17% polyamide / 3% elastane.

140

baby WARNING TEE

(68–74) 3PW129041

(80–86 ) 3PW129042

A real stuntman knows no pain: Those who find learning to pull a wheelie tedious
and difficult should see how kids learn to walk. T-shirt with front print and practical
press-stud fastener. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(68/9 mo) 3PW139641

68

(80/18 mo) 3PW139642
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kids

2-6

145

kids LOGOBLOCKS TEE

Colourful children’s T-shirt with large front print and contrasting blue seams.
100% cotton.
(92/2T) 3PW139633
(116/4T) 3PW139635

(104/3T) 3PW139634				
(128/5T) 3PW13963

145
144

146
144

kids RACING GEAR PYJAMA

“Get to bed now” has a completely new meaning with these pyjamas.
Comfortable cotton fabric, very elaborate all-over print, contrasting cuffs.
100% cotton.
(92/2t) 3PW139013
(116/4t) 3PW139015

(104/3t) 3PW139014
(128/5T) 3PW139016

146

kids LOGOBLOCKS HOODIE

Kids hoodie in fresh colours with colourful printed logo. Kangaroo pouch pocket,
wide neckline, contrasting cuffs. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(92/2T) 3PW139423
(116/4T) 3PW139425

147

(104/3T) 3PW139424				
(128/5T) 3PW139426

147

kids BADGES JEANS

Cool children’s jeans with sewn-on fabric badges. Particularly soft and comfortable
jeans fabric, adjustable elastic waistband that can be shortened with buttons.
100% cotton.
(92/2T) 3PW139233
(116/4T) 3PW139235

70

(104/3T) 3PW139234				
(128/5T) 3PW139236
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148

4-12

KIDS MX HERO HOODED SWEATJACKET

Just as elaborately and intricately finished as the adult version (see page 24).
Hooded jacket with concealed slit pockets, embroidered chest logo and all-over
prints on front and sleeves. The hood is constructed in several parts with a mesh
lining that’s also printed. Woven neckband, printed drawstring eyelets, high
quality, shape-retentive sweatshirt fabric made from combed cotton.
70% cotton / 30% polyester.

148

(104/XXS) 3PW139514
(140/M) 3PW139517		

(116/XS) 3PW139515
(152/L) 3PW139518

(128/S) 3PW139516		

151

151

KIDS FRAGMENTED HOODIE

Multicoloured hoodie with elaborate, asymmetric graphic print and
embroidered KTM logo. With kangaroo pouch pocket, printed drawstring
eyelets and woven neckband. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(104/XXS) 3PW139414
(128/S) 3PW139416		
(152/L) 3PW139418

(116/XS) 3PW139415			
(140/M) 3PW139417			

152

153
150
153
152

Original FLEXFIT cap with large graphic print on the front and small
embroidered logo on the side. 98% cotton / 2% elastane.

KIDS BEANIE LOGO OUTLINE

Classically cut beanie with knitted logo pattern and small
“WE RACE” label. 100% knitted acrylic.

149

KIDS fragmented cap

(One Size) 3PW139830

(One Size) 3PW139810

154

154
149

KIDS CAP MX HERO

150

T-shirt with large screen print on the front. High quality single jersey, woven neckband.
100% cotton.

KIDS MX HERO TEE

Sports cap with MX graphics made using a mixed embroidery / printing
technique. Embossed logo clasp, small embroidered logo on the back,
lightweight cotton lining, printed inner strips. 100% polyacrylic.

The MX HERO T-shirt is printed on the front using a clever, mixed, screen printing technique:
Large textile print on the chest, palpably raised chest logo thanks to special 3D printing
process. High quality single jersey, woven neckband. 100% cotton.

(One Size) 3PW139820

(104/XXS) 3PW139614
(140/M) 3PW139617
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(116/XS) 3PW139615
(152/L) 3PW139618

KIDS FRAGMENTED TEE

(104/XXS) 3PW139624
(140/M) 3PW139627

(116/XS) 3PW139625
(152/L) 3PW139628

(128/S) 3PW139626

(128/S) 3PW139616
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kids

4-12

155

KIDS TEAM CAP ORANGE

The factory team cap in a special kids’ size. 100% polyacrylic.

158

(One Size) 3PW099810

Like the team boss himself: Double-coloured shortsleeved team shirt with
sporty collar and pocket on the chest. Small “KTM Racing” embroidery on
the front and large on the back. 50% cotton / 50% polyester.

KIDS team shirt

(128/S) 3PW089622

(140/M) 3PW089623

(152/L) 3PW089624

156

156

159

KIDS RACING BLACK TEE

The classic in kids’ sizes: T-shirt with a small logo print on the front
and large print on the back. 100% cotton.
(104/XXS) 3PW099610
(128/S) 3PW099612
(152/L) 3PW099614

159

(116/XS) 3PW099611			
(140/M) 3PW099613			

KIDS TEAM HOODED

Elaborate hooded sweat in factory design. Contrasting insets, lined hood,
two front pockets. Small “KTM Racing” print on the front and large on the
back. 70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(104/XXS) 3PW089410
(140/M) 3PW089413

(116/XS) 3PW089411
(152/L) 3PW089414

(128/S) 3PW089412

157
160

160
157

KIDS team TEE

Factory Racing for kids: T-shirt in Factory Team design with contrasting insets on
body and sleeves. Small “KTM Racing” print on the front and large on the back.
100% cotton.
(104/XXS) 3PW089610
(140/M) 3PW089613
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(116/XS) 3PW089611
(152/L) 3PW089614

KIDS TEAM FLEECE

Temperature regulating polar fleece jacket in Factory Team design with
two pockets on the sides. Small “KTM Racing” embroidery on the front
and large on the back. 100% polyester.
(104/XXS) 3PW089510
(140/M) 3PW089513

(116/XS) 3PW089511
(152/L) 3PW089514

(128/S) 3PW089512

(128/S) 3PW089612
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166

161

166

161

baby mobile

You’re lying there defenceless and all you get to see is little clouds
and flowers. But it doesn’t have to be that way! Colourful wooden
mobile without the clouds and flowers. Approx. 35 cm wide.

BABY SILENCER KIT

Dummy ribbon to attach to clothes and dummies. Prevents you
from losing the “KTM Silencer Mini Pro”, which can lead to a sudden
increase in noise levels. The ideal accessory for the KTM dummy.

3PW127560

3PW117400

162

167
162

dummy

The “KTM MINI PRO SILENCER SYSTEM” is based on the simple principle:
Mouth open – dummy in – peace and quiet (well sometimes at least). Quality
dummy made of silicone, size 2 (for 3 months and older), double pack.
3B67120

163
163

BABY TEETHING RING

Soft biting toy for small children. Filled with water so that
the bite-ring can also be used cooled (e.g. when teething).
Guaranteed BPA-free.

167

168

3PW127600

baby bottle

The Super Premium fast refuelling station. With silicone teat
and transport lock.
3PW107070

169

164
168
164

BABY RATTLE RING

Shake, rattle & roll: The little balls whizz around in circles, every
part rustles or crackles and the KTM logo squeaks. Quality product
with LGA seal of approval, i.e. it has been tested by independent
test laboratories for freedom from hazardous substances.
Nicki soft velour outer material, washable by hand.
Size approx. 15 x 15 cm.

baby feeder

Learn-to-drink beaker with cap.
Quality product, guaranteed BPA-free.
3PW127510

165

169

WOOD BIKE

Stable wooden motorbike made from pine. Rounded edges,
part-painted. Size approx. 14 x 9.5 cm.
3PW127570

3PW137460

171
165

170

teddy

Official race mascot: team teddy made of environmentally friendly
fur fabric. Approximately 26 cm high, free-standing, washable up
to 30°C. 100% polyester
3PW117060

171

puzzle BIKE

Now anyone over 2 years old can build their own KTM. And as often
as they want: 11-piece wooden puzzle. Size approx. 21 x 12 cm.

170

teddy mini

3PW117490

Small teddy bear with keyring. Washable and made by environ
mentally friendly means according to EN71. 100% polyester.
3PW127830
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175

TOOL BOX

Get an early start: sturdy wooden toolbox with 15 compartments.
Approx. 30 cm x 12 cm x 12.5 cm.
3PW117160

176

176

172

RACER DUCK STREET

The best seller from the 2012 collection: Now in a
new street design: the KTM rubber duck.
Height approx. 10 cm.
3PW137170

172

KIDS TRAINING BIKE 13

Running bike in plastic with height-adjustable saddle. For children aged 2–5 years.
By pushing with one foot and then with the other children learn to balance during
movement and then to ride earlier on a bicycle without stabilisers. Developed in
accordance with the standard EN71. TÜV and GS marked.
3PW137160

177

174

178
173

177

KIDS REFLECTOR

Practical reflector tag (set of 2).
Approx. 7 cm tall.

174
173

KIDS SHADES RACE

MOTOR-SOUND

The ultimate tuning part and typically KTM: just turn the handle and let the engine
roar. Fits to all standard bicycle and scooter handlebars. For young children and big
kids. Mechanically operated with no batteries. If you need a “sensible” argument,
it makes a great bike bell. How cool is that!

Shatterproof lenses, 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection.
3PW117140
3PW137590

3PW127100

178

SHADOW PLATE

Sun visors (set of 2) for your car. Attached with suction pads. Size approx. 44 x 36 cm.
3PW127790
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179

AIR MACHINE

On water, on land and in the air: it’s speed that counts! Stunt kite with 150 cm
wingspan and fibreglass frame. Suitable for wind force 2–5. Supplied in a practical
textile sleeve.
3PW137520

179
180

180

RACETRACK CHAIR KIDS

Comfortable folding chair with large print for kids.
Supplied with a carry case which is easy to transport.
3PW117240

181

181

KIDS BACKPACK

Lightweight children’s rucksack with two zipped compartments and padded
shoulder straps. Age approx. 18 months and up. Approx. 21 cm x 27 cm x 12 cm.
3PW127920

80
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heroes 2013

offroad
riders

The hard core
We know it all too well: it’s not just professional out there riding.
Most of the time there are totally normal people, riding for pure
fun. They might not nail the holeshot and they might not clear that
tabletop. But it’s exactly those people who we make our motorcycles

82

and PowerWear for. They are the true KTM heroes. The guys out there
who simply love offroad riding, no matter what the weather, no matter how well they ride, no matter who won at Erzberg. The hard KTM
core. We are your fans.
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182

GRAVITY-FX SHIRT 13

Lightweight MX Shirt for warmer temperatures
	Ventilated, breathable PE fabric
	Raglan style with various ventilation areas
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Soft, elastic cuffs
(S) 3PW132352
(xl) 3PW132355

183

(M) 3PW132353
(xxl) 3PW132356

(l) 3PW132354

GRAVITY-FX pants 13

Lightweight, comfortable SX pants
	Hard-wearing, water-repellent nylon qualities
	Ergonomically adapted cut
	Heatproof and abrasion-resistant Kevlar ® knee design
	4-way elastic inserts at lumbar vertebrae and crotch
	Mesh lining throughout
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable waist
	Double and triple seam reinforcement at critical points

183

(S/30) 3PW132252
(xl/36) 3PW132255

184

(M/32) 3PW132253
(xxl/38) 3PW132256

(l/34) 3PW132254

KTM DYNAMIC-FX GLOVES 13

Lightweight, tight-fitting MX glove
	Spandura, sublimated Lycra, elastic AX-TEC polyester
	New, ergonomic pre-formed style
	Thumb reinforcement
	Elastic panels on thumb and fingers
	Adhesive silicon coating on fingertips and palm
	Securely fitting Airprene cuff
(S/8) 3PW132752
(xl/11) 3PW132755

(M/9) 3PW132753
(xxl/12) 3PW132756

(l/10) 3PW132754

184
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FLUX SHIRT 13

High quality MX shirt in micro-mesh fabric
	Breathable, high quality PE fabric with ventilation panels
	Several elastic panels on the collar ensure a perfect fit and
shape retention
	Lightly padded elbows
	Adhesive silicon surface on the back prevents slipping out
	Tight fitting sleeves without cuffs
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S) 3PW132322
(xl) 3PW132325

186

(M) 3PW132323
(xxl) 3PW132326

(l) 3PW132324

185

flux pants 13

Premium MX pant s
	Abrasion-proof and wear-resistant 900D Oxford nylon
	Partial perforation for optimum ventilation
	Spandura accordion stretch zones on knee
	Leather knee reinforcements with Kevlar ® stitching
	Very light, protective knee cap
	4-way elastic inserts in seat area
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable width
	Perforated Ride-Lite inner lining with Lycra-Stretch
	Double and triple seam reinforcement at critical points
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/30) 3PW132222
(xl/36) 3PW132225

187

(M/32) 3PW132223
(xxl/38) 3PW132226

186

(l/34) 3PW132224

SX GLOVES 13

Lightweight high-tech racing gloves
	Abrasion-proof, padded Clarino palm
	Elastic TPR reinforcements
	Adhesive silicon coating on fingertips and palm
	Adjustable TPR Velcro fastener on wrist
(S/8) 3PW132722
(xl/11) 3PW132725

86

(M/9) 3PW132723
(l/10) 3PW132724
(xxl/12) 3PW132726

187
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188

188

phase SHIRT 13

Entry-level Raglan-style MX shirt
	Breathable, finely ventilated PE fabric
	Preformed cuffs for maximum comfort
	Lightly padded elbows
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S) 3PW132312
(xl) 3PW132315

(M) 3PW132313
(xxl) 3PW132316

(l) 3PW132314

available in kids Sizes

189

phase pants 13

Entry-level MX pants
	600D Oxford nylon with Spandura elastic panels
	Seat reinforcement in 500D Cordura
	Loose fitting knee and shin area for knee brace
	Foam-reinforced Dynax knee
	Inner leather knee reinforcements
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable width
	Inner lining throughout
	Double and triple seam reinforcement at critical points
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/30) 3PW132212
(xl/36) 3PW132215

(M/32) 3PW132213
(xxl/38) 3PW132216

(l/34) 3PW132214

189
available in kids Sizes

190

spectrum GLOVES 13

Ventilated, entry-level, dimple mesh glove
	Additional Airprene ventilation areas and perforated fingers
	T PRs on fingers and back of hand for extra protection
	Lightly padded palm
	Adjustable Velcro fastener on wrist
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/8) 3PW132712
(xl/11) 3PW132715

(M/9) 3PW132713
(xxl/12) 3PW132716

(l/10) 3PW132714

190
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191

KTM racetech shirt orange 13

“Ready to Race” all-round shirt
	Breathable, particularly fine and stretchable PE fabric
	Mesh panels on sides and under arms
	Lightly padded elbows
	Adhesive silicon surface on the back prevents slipping out
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Stair-step style collar for maximum comfort
(S) 3PW132332
(l) 3PW132334
(xxl) 3PW132336

192

(M) 3PW132333
(xl) 3PW132335
(Xxxl) 3PW132337

KTM racetech shirt Black 13

(S) 3PW132342
(XL) 3PW132345

(M) 3PW132343
(XXL) 3PW132346

(L) 3PW132344
(XXXL) 3PW132347

192

193

193

KTM racetech pants orange 13

Extremely hard-wearing all-round pants
	Ergonomically adapted cut
	1000D nylon seat area with triple safety seam
	Heat-resistant and abrasion-proof leather reinforcement on inside knee
	4-way elastic inserts at lumbar vertebrae and crotch
	Plenty of stretch zones for optimum fit
	New knee design with more space for knee brace
	Mesh lining throughout
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable width
	Double and triple reinforced 40D nylon seams
(S/30) 3PW132232
(M/32) 3PW132233
(l/34) 3PW132234
(xl/36) 3PW132235
(xxl/38) 3PW132236 (XXxl/40) 3PW132237

194

KTM racetech Pants Black 13

(S/30) 3PW132242
(xl/36) 3PW132245

(M/32) 3PW132243
(xxl/38) 3PW132246

(l/34) 3PW132244
(xXXl/40) 3PW132247

194
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KTM X-TREME SHIRT 13

Figure-hugging, shorter-style competition shirt
	Breathable, particularly fine and stretchable PE fabric
	Ventilation zones on sides and under arms
	Adhesive silicon surface on the back prevents slipping out
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Shape-retentive Ripstretch cuffs
(S) 3PW132362
(xl) 3PW132365

196

(M) 3PW132363
(xxl) 3PW132366

195

(l) 3PW132364

KTM X-TREME Pants 13

Off-road baggy with detachable legs
	Cool loose fit
	Heatproof and abrasion-resistant Kevlar® Knee design
	Reinforced seat area
	Particularly wide knee design with leather reinforcements
	Elastic panels on thigh
	Width adjustment on calf
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable width
	Mesh lining throughout
	Double and triple reinforced 40D nylon seams
(S/30) 3PW132262
(xl/36) 3PW132265

197

(M/32) 3PW132263
(xxl/38) 3PW132266

196

(l/34) 3PW132264

RACE COMP GLOVES 13

Race-tested all-round glove
	Perfect fit thanks to Clarino finger construction
	Double Kevlar ®-reinforced Clarino palm
	Carbon knuckle inserts
	Perforated, real cowhide leather panels
	Elastic panels on thumb and fingers
	Adhesive silicon coating on fingertips and palm
	Adjustable Velcro fastener on wrist
(S/8) 3PW132732
(xl/11) 3PW132735

(M/9) 3PW132733
(xxl/12) 3PW132736

(l/10) 3PW132734

197
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198

HYDROTEQ OFFROAD GLOVES 13

Specially designed for harsh weather conditions
	Waterproof, multilayer HIPORA® functional membrane
	Optimum fit thanks to Lycra cuffs and finger sidewalls
	Adhesive silicon coating on fingertips and palm

201

(S/8) 3PW132792
(M/9) 3PW132793
(l/10) 3PW132794
(xl/11) 3PW132795 (xxl/12) 3PW132796

198
201

HYDROTEQ OFFROAD SHIRT 13

Loose-fitting shirt featuring dual-layer functional membrane
	Perfect for changeable weather conditions
	Waterproof and breathable
	Adjustable rubber cord on waistband
	Collar with zip
	Lycra cuffs with practical thumb hole

199

(S) 3PW132392
(xl) 3PW132395

202
199

comp SHIRT 13

All-round, Raglan-style, shirt
	Breathable, particularly fine and stretchable PE fabric
	Mesh vents under arms
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
(S) 3PW132372
(xl) 3PW132375

(M) 3PW132373
(xxl) 3PW132376

202

(l) 3PW132374
(xxxl) 3PW132377

NEOPRENE GLOVES 13

(l) 3PW132394
(xxxl) 3PW132397

HYDROTEQ OFFROAD PANTS 13

Waterproof off-road pants
	Perfect for changeable weather conditions
	Water-repellent 500D nylon, waterproof inner membrane
	4-way elastic inserts at lumbar vertebrae and crotch
	Heatproof and abrasion-resistant Kevlar® ballistic knee design
	Vertical ventilation zips
	Boot protection flap at end of leg
	Adjustable nylon hip belt
	2 hip and 2 cargo pockets
	Adjustable width at ends of legs
	Mesh lining throughout
	Taped, waterproof seams
(S/30) 3PW132292
(L/34) 3PW132294
(XXL/38) 3PW132296

200

(M) 3PW132393
(xxl) 3PW132396

(M/32) 3PW132293
(XL/36) 3PW132295
(XXXL/40) 3PW132297
4

Off-road glove for cold and wet conditions
	Warming and water-repellent Neoprene outer material
	Abrasion-proof, padded Clarino palm
	Adhesive silicon coating on fingertips and palm
	Adjustable Velcro fastener on wrist
(S/8) 3PW132762
(M/9) 3PW132763
(l/10) 3PW132764
(xl/11) 3PW132765 (xxl/12) 3PW132766

200
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203

204

RACE LIGHT PRO JACKET ORANGE 13

Lightweight off-road jacket, developed with competition racers
	Completely removable shoulder and sleeve outer part for
maximum ventilation
	Fully ventilated mesh material on shoulders and sleeves after
removing outer part
	Individually detachable sleeves
	Large pocket for stowing the sleeves
	Ventilated mesh inner lining
	Protector pockets on back, shoulders and elbows
	2 outer zip pockets and 2 breast pockets
	Adjustable vents on sleeves and torso
	Highly elastic Lycra cuffs with Velcro fasteners
	Adjustable waistband with Velcro fastener
	Hydration system friendly
	Waterproof pocket between front panel and main zip fastener
(S) 3PW132112
(xl) 3PW132115

204

(M) 3PW132113
(xxl) 3PW132116

(l) 3PW132114
(xxxl) 3PW132117

RACE LIGHT PRO JACKET black 13

(S) 3PW132122
(XL) 3PW132125

(M) 3PW132123
(XxL) 3PW132126

(L) 3PW132124
(XXxL) 3PW132127
5

1

205
205 RACE LIGHT PRO JACKET 13 NECK BRACE COLLAR
Race Light Pro Jacket neck brace version
	Also with detachable and exchangeable collar for use with the KTM Neck Brace
(S) 3PW132132
(XL) 3PW132135

(M) 3PW132133
(XxL) 3PW132136

(L) 3PW132134
(xXxL) 3PW132137
5

1
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207

206

RALLY JACKET

High Tech and High Performance Jacket for any weather conditions
	Comes as standard with additional collar, ideal for use with
a neck brace
	Integrated and removable shoulder protectors
	Feed-through tube for drink system
	Integrated and removable elbow protectors
	Plenty of zip pockets
	Two waterproof inside document pockets
	Removable microfibre fleece inner jacket
	Highly elastic Lycra cuffs with velcro fasteners
	Preformed sleeves
	Effective ventilation system, adjustable with zips
	Waterproof high-quality membrane with taped seams
	Soft inner collar with fine adjustment
(S) 3PW122142
(xl) 3PW122145

(M) 3PW122143
(xxl) 3PW122146

(l) 3PW122144
(xxxl) 3PW122147

7

2

206

RACE COMP JACKET

208

Waterproof all-weather enduro jacket with removable lining
	High-quality waterproof membrane with taped seams
	Waterproof zips
	Removable fleece inner vest
	Ventilated mesh inner lining
	Detachable sleeves and large sleeve pockets
	Adjustable vents on chest and back
	Integrated, removable CE shoulder and elbow protectors
	Pocket for fitting a back protector
	Waterproof breast and inside pockets
	Highly elastic Lycra cuffs with velcro fasteners
	Adjustable waistband
	Drink system preparation
(S) 3PW122132
(xl) 3PW122135

(M) 3PW122133
(xxl) 3PW122136

208

RALLY pants

High Tech and High Performance Trousers for any weather conditions
	Adjustable nylon hip belt for optimum fit
	Saddle reinforcement made from highly abrasion-resistant nylon
	Effective ventilation system
	Inside knee made from abrasion-proof and heat-resistant leather
	Adjustable ends of legs with boot flap
	Comfortable, ventilated inner lining over the whole length
	Waterproof high-quality membrane with taped seams
	Elastic panels flexible in all four directions on the knee, crotch and
lumbar vertebra area
	Waterproof zip pockets on rear thigh
	Hard-wearing and lightweight quality materials

(l) 3PW122134
(xxxl) 3PW122137

7

(S/30) 3PW122272
(XL/36) 3PW122275

(M/32) 3PW122273
(L/34) 3PW122274
(XXL/38) 3PW122276 (XXXL/40) 3PW122277

2

PROTECTORS SHOULDER PAIR

4

3B72120/01

PROTECTORS ELBOW PAIR
3B72120/02		

PROTECTORS SHOULDER / ELBOW SET
3B72120/03
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COMP LIGHT HELMET 13

High-end helmet in completely new design
	Composite Lite outer shell (very lightweight
fibreglasscarbon composite material)
	Maximum strength with minimum weight
	Weighing only 950 g (±50 g)
	Shell shape specially suited for neck brace

	Effective ventilation system
	Optimum goggle attachment and goggle strap guide
	Comfortable inner lining, completely removable,
washable and antibacterial
	Double-D fastener
	Peak adjustable with aluminium screws
	ECE 22-05 tested

(XS/54) 3PW132911 (S/56) 3PW132912 (M/58) 3PW132913 (l/60) 3PW132914 (xl/62) 3PW132915 (xxl/64) 3PW132916

ECE-22-05

INTERIOR
(XS) 3PW132910/11 (S) 3PW132910/12 (M) 3PW132910/13 (l) 3PW132910/14 (xl) 3PW132910/15 (xxl) 3PW132910/16

HELMET SHIELD
3PW132910/01
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available in kids Sizes

210

KTM AVIATOR HELMET

New, race-developed, off-road helmet for enduro and motocross
	Carbon-Kevlar® mix weighing only 950 g (±50 g)
	Optimum safety and fit thanks to 3 different shell sizes
	Helmet edge specially optimised for neck brace
	Lined with completely removable, washable, antibacterial
mesh panels
	Quick release cheek pads in the event of a crash
	Very extensive and sophisticated ventilation system

211

KTM DYNAMIC-FX HELMET 13

Offroad helmet with fibreglass outer shell
	Weight 1,250 g (±50 g)
	Effective ventilation system
	Particularly large field of view
	Inner lining removable, washable and antibacterial

	Ventilation openings protected with grilles;
additional covers supplied
	Double-D fastener
	Adjustable peak with screw-on extension
	ECE 22-05 tested
	Made exclusively for KTM by Airoh

	Side goggle strap guide
	Double-D fastener
	ECE 22-05 tested

(XS/54) 3PW132921 (S/56) 3PW132922 (M/58) 3PW132923 (l/60) 3PW132924 (xl/62) 3PW132925 (xxl/64) 3PW132926

(XS/54) 3PW132931 (S/56) 3PW132932 (M/58) 3PW132933 (l/60) 3PW132934 (xl/61) 3PW132935

ECE-22-05

ECE-22-05

crown padding
(XS) 3PW132930/01 (S) 3PW132930/02 (M) 3PW132930/03 (l) 3PW132930/04 (xl) 3PW132930/05

CHEEK PADS

INTERIOR
(XS) 3PW102920/01 (S) 3PW102920/02 (M) 3PW102920/03 (l) 3PW102920/04 (xl) 3PW102920/05 (xxl) 3PW102920/06

HELMET SHIELD
3PW132920/01

(XS) 3PW132930/11 (S) 3PW132930/12 (M) 3PW132930/13 (l) 3PW132930/14 (xl) 3PW132930/15

Helmet Shield
3PW132930/20
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214

tech r goggles

Professional goggles with top quality components
	Flexible and stable frame with UV-protective coating
	Lexan lens with anti-fog coating and scratch protection
	100% UV-A, UV-B and UV-C protection
	Three-layer foam structure with anti-allergenic closure
	Optimised fit for spectacle wearers
	Silicone coated, high quality strap
	Made exclusively for KTM by Ariete

STEP UP 2 GOGGLES

	Goggles with Ram Air Venting System
	Ariete Zero 7 glass
	Extra long and wide strip with silicone coating for a non-slip fit around the helmet
	Double foam layers plus a comfort coating ensure perfect visibility
	Made exclusively for KTM by Ariete

3pw132820

3PW122840

	accessories step up 2 / tech r GOGGLES
212

LENS TRANSPARENT 3PW092020/01
LENS RAINBOW 3PW092020/02
LENS SILVER MIRROR 3PW092020/03
DOUBLE LENS TRANSPARENT 3PW092020/04
ROLL-OFF KIT 3PW092020/05
ROLL-OFF FILM KIT 3PW092020/06
MUD FLAP KIT 3PW092020/07
SLIDING RAILS KIT 3PW092020/08
TEAR-OFF PACK 3PW092020/09
LAMINATED TEAR-OFF PACK 3PW092020/10
TEAR-OFF ROLL-OFF PW092020/11
NOSE GUARD BLACK 3PW092020/12

GRAVITY-FX GOGGLES 13 LTD

Innovative, ergonomic design with nose protector
	Triple foam
	TPU frame with flexible straps
	Headband with adhesive silicon strips
	Clear and shatter-proof polycarbonate lens
3PW132810

214

215

RACING GOGGLES ORANGE

Innovative, ergonomic design with nose protector
	Double foam
	TPU frame with flexible straps
	Headband with adhesive silicon strips
	Clear and shatter-proof polycarbonate lens

215

3PW122820

accessories RACINg / GRAVITY-FX GOGGLES
LENS CLEAR 3PW122810/01
LENS ORANGE 3PW122810/02
LENS SMOKE 3PW122810/03
LENS SILVER MIRROR 3PW122810/04
DOUBLE LENS CLEAR 3PW122810/05
DOUBLE LENS ORANGE 3PW122810/06
ROLL-OFF KIT BLACK 3PW122810/07
TEAR OFF PACK 3PW122810/08
MUD FLAP 3PW122810/09
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216

RACing goggles black

3PW122810
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217

New certified body armour
	HDL EVA back protector meeting CE Level 2 requirements
	CE 14021 front protectors
	Shoulder and elbow protectors
	Separately detachable kidney, elbow and back protectors
	Individually adjustable for perfect fit
	Integrated kidney belt with double tensioning
	Suitable for use with and without neck brace
	Elastic Lycra cuffs with thumb hole
	Breathable and full vented

217

KTM a8 protection vest

(S) 3PW132022
(XL) 3PW132025

	Attains the highest level of protection in terms of CE standards
(1621-2 level 2 and 14021)
	Close fitting design allows the armor to be used over or under a jersey
	Constructed from Thermo PU and Polypropylene and superlightweight
washable Biofoam
	Semi-rigid TPU / PP plates assure protector fits close to the body
while in motion to ensure optimal protection
	Designed to integrate with Neck Brace
	Intake and Exhaust vents combine with perforated panels to greatly
enhance airflow
	Adjustable lateral and chest straps for a superior fit
	Removable shoulder and upper arm guards
	Available in 3 sizes to suit riders ranging from 158–195 cm in height
	Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(S/M) 3PW132031

(M/XXL) 3PW132033

exo body armour

(M) 3PW132023 (L) 3PW132024
(XXL) 3PW132026

CE-EN-1621-2

CE-EN-14021

(XXL/XXXXL) 3PW132034

Available in kids Sizes
CE-EN-1621-2

220

CE-EN-14021

218

QUADRANT PROTECTOR

	Maximum protection with minimum restriction thanks to ergonomically
shaped chest and back area
	Adjustable quick-release fastener on side
	Detachable arm-guards
	High-density foam padding
	Comfortable, padded neck roll
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(One Size) 3PW122050

218

FORCE PROTECTOR

	Fully adjustable, front and back protection elements can be adapted
precisely to the individual body shape
	Detachable shoulder protectors compatible with the
KTM Neck Brace system
	Three-ply back pad
	Chest and back protection elements individually height-adjustable
	Detachable arm-guards
	Fastening system with straps
	Durable polycarbonate and polypropylene injection-moulded elements
	Effective integrated ventilation system
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(One Size) 3PW122060

CE-EN-14021

220

221

sector belt

221

Off-road kidney belt with perfect fit
	Adjustable back panel
	Very comfortable to wear thanks to elasticated and perforated areas
Optimum fit thanks to double closure
	One size for adults
Made exclusively for KTM by Thor

CE-EN-14021

(One Size) 3PW132010
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KTM NECK BRACE ADV II MEDIUM

When needed, the KTM Neck Brace can safely arrest dangerous movements of the head
in both race and road use. The forces arising are transferred effectively from the neck
to the upper body. The KTM Neck Brace ADV II offers scientifically and technologically
advanced protection against:
	hyperflexion (extreme forward movement of
the head and overstretching of the head in
a forwards direction)
hyperextension (extreme backward movement of the head and overstretching of
the head to the rear) lateral hyperflexion
(extreme movement of the head to the side)
	axial loading (compression of the spinal
column due to a corresponding load
to the helmet)
	posterial hypertranslation (rearwards
shunting of the head on the neck)
	uncontrolled movement of the
head / helmet in the event of a crash

224

KTM B2 knee brace

	Twin-frame design made from carbon-fibre laminate
	Optimised for perfect fit
	Rounded joint coverings for harmonious bike contact
	Replaceable, foam-padded lining with embossed pattern
	provides optimum grip and maximum air circulation
	Supplied extension stops can help prevent injury due to overextension
and over-bending. Leg extension can be blocked between 0°and 20°
(also usable after operations)
	Impact-absorbing, stainless steel, two-pin joint system effectively
absorbs forces from different directions
	Self-positioning protector provides protection without restricting comfort
	Protector detachable for sports with no risk of impact
	Thigh and shin adjustment complete the protector system
	Fastened with pivot pins for greater freedom of movement
	Quick adjustment with D-ring fastener
	Quick-release fasteners for uncomplicated fitting and removal
	Available separately for left and right
	Adjustable spacer for precise fit at knee joint
	Made exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars

Available in kids Size

222

offroad heroes

(M/Right) 3PW122013
(L/Right) 3PW122014
(XL/Right) 3PW122015

(M/Left) 3PW122023
(L/Left) 3PW122024
(XL/Left) 3PW122025

	Energy-absorbing material on the outer
surface and body contact surface
	In extreme cases, controlled breakage
of the neck brace absorbs energy
	Variable size adjustment
	Simple handling with quick-release
fasteners
	Made from glass-fibre-reinforced plastic,
approx. 850 g light
	Made exclusively for KTM by Leatt®

CE-EN-1621-1

3PW112040

CE-EN-1621-2

CE 89/686/EEC

223

225

225

force knee guard

	Knee guard with double-joint system that replicates the anatomic
functionality of the knee
	Improved freedom of movement, impact-resistant polyurethane knee shell
	Optimised fit thanks to asymmetric design
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/M) 3PW122082

223

(L/XL) 3PW122084

(XXL/XXXL) 3PW122086

NECK BRACE COVER

Protects against wind and dust when worn with a neck brace
	Perfect fit thanks to elastic material mix of stretch-Jaquard and
Lycra with neoprene panels
	Zip fastener on collar
3PW082010
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227

226

tech 8 light boot

The perfect all-round boots for any type of offroad sport,
now in a lighter-weight design
	Abrasion-proof and impact-resistant TPU protectors on shin and calf
	Rubber heat protection laminated with aluminium
	Integrated TPU protectors protect ankle, metatarsus and toes
	Reliable fastening system with four light-alloy buckles and metal springs
	Top and bottom reverse fastener
	Replaceable kickstarter insert on the right
	Stainless steel heel and toe protection
	Soft, water-repellent TPU gaiter
	Outer skin made from abrasion-proof and rip-resistant
microfibre material
	Breathable, anatomically preformed mesh lining
	Non-slip two-component sole with replaceable insert
	Sole with anatomically shaped, hardened steel insole
	Made exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(39/6) 3PW122031
(42/8) 3PW122033
(44,5/10) 3PW122035
(47/12) 3PW122037

(40.5/7) 3PW122032
(43/9) 3PW122034
(45.5/11) 3PW122036
(48/13) 3PW122038

CE-EN-13634

229
226

228

tech 10 boot

The cross boot, now in a KTM version
	Outer shell designed for maximum control with minimum weight
	Optimised contour and upright shape provide fantastic support
on the bike and bike balance
	Lightweight, full-grained leather upper over PU inner shell
	PU protectors and ultra-stiff material protect toes, heel, ankle,
calf, shin and Achilles tendon
Innovative, biomechanical internal splint offers highest level
of support and protection
(40,5/7) 3PW122042
(45,5/11) 3PW122046

(42/8) 3PW122043
(47/12) 3PW122047

(43/9) 3PW122044
(48/13) 3PW122048

	Torsion elements restrict the rotation of ankle joint and leg
with minimum limitation of freedom of movement
	Replaceable torsion elements for a wider fit are included
	The perforated inner lining is washable and replaceable
	Airflow ventilation system
	The two-component sole blends seamlessly into the multi-part footbed
	Three precision fasteners made from technopolymer and light alloy
	Made exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(44,5/10) 3PW122045				

228

offroad socks

	A sophisticated material blend ensures that moisture
is taken away from the skin
	Particularly-exposed areas are reinforced, elastic inserts
provide a perfect fit
	40% cotton / 40% acrylic / 20% polyamide
(39/40) 3PW112052
(43/44) 3PW112054

(41/42) 3PW112053
(45/46) 3PW112055

229

knee brace socks

	Specially developed for use with knee brace
	Greater protection against grazes and more comfortable when wearing
the knee brace
	Breathable and skin-friendly
(S/M) 3PW102032

(l/xl) 3PW102034

(xxl) 3PW102036

CE-EN-13634
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Sweathead

Essential for under the helmet, when it’s hot
	Eudermic jersey cloth
	65% cotton / 35% polyester

232

(One Size) 3B42800

230

233
230

rain suit

Two-piece rain suit
	Inner lining for easier changing
	Jacket with waist adjustment and two outside pockets
	Pants with long side zipper for easy changing
(S) 3PW111042
(XL) 3PW111045

(M) 3PW111043
(L) 3PW111044
(XXL) 3PW111046 (XXXL) 3PW111047

233

FUNCTION UNDERSHIRT SHORT

	Functional shirt with ergonomic raglan design
	Breathable polypropylene fibres reliably take moisture away from the skin
	No labels inside so no chafing
	100% polypropylene

2

(m) 3PW114613

(l) 3PW114614

(xL) 3PW114615

(xXL) 3PW114616

231
234
234

FUNCTION UNDERSHIRT LONG

	Functional shirt with ergonomic raglan design
	Breathable polypropylene fibres reliably take moisture away from the skin
	No labels inside so no chafing
	100% polypropylene
(m) 3PW114313

231

(l) 3PW114314

(xL) 3PW114315

(XxL) 3PW114316

235

riding short

	Riding short with memory foam padding and Coolmax inserts for optimised
moisture transport
	Lycra mesh for maximum breathability
	Flat seams for maximum comfort
	Tailbone padding
	Comfortable waist and cuff
®

(S) 3PW102202
(xL) 3PW102205

(M) 3PW102203
(xXL) 3PW102206

(l) 3PW102204

235

FUNCTION UNDERPANTS LONG

	Ergonomically designed functional trousers made
of breathable polypropylene fibres
	100% polypropylene
(m) 3PW114213

(l) 3PW114214

(xl) 3PW114215

(XxL) 3PW114216

COOLMAX
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hero 2013

the
racekid
World champion 2022
Always at the limit, and sometimes just a little beyond. That is
a KTM Race Kid and that is the reason we offer children professional equipment from the start. We don’t just put a KTM Logo on

114

some cheap bought-in junk, those who have the seriousness and
dedication of these Race Kids deserve serious gear. Developed and
produced where the PowerWear for adult racers is made.
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KIDS PHASE SHIRT 13

Entry-level Raglan-style MX shirt
	Breathable, finely ventilated PE fabric
	Preformed cuffs for maximum comfort
	Lightly padded elbows
	Sublimation prints, UV-resistant and fade-proof
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S) 3PW139312
(l) 3PW139314

238

236

Jacket for children and young people with the same quality standards as the adult model
(see RACE LIGHT PRO 13 p. 97)
	Detachable sleeves
	Large pocket for stowing the sleeves
	Ventilated mesh inner lining
	Protector pockets on back, shoulders and elbows
	Adjustable vents on sleeves and torso
	Adjustable waistband with Velcro fastener
	Hydration system friendly
	Waterproof pocket between front panel and main zip fastener
(M) 3PW139113

(l) 3PW139114

KIDS PHASE pants 13

Entry-level MX pants
	600D Oxford nylon with Spandura elastic panels
	Seat reinforcement in 500D Cordura
	Loose fitting knee and shin area for knee brace
	Foam-reinforced Dynax knee
	Inner leather knee reinforcements
	Quick-release fastener with adjustable width
	Inner lining throughout
	Double and triple seam reinforcement at critical points
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor

KIDS RACE LIGHT PRO JACKET 13

(S) 3PW139112

(M) 3PW139313
(xl) 3PW139315

(S/22) 3PW139212
(l/26) 3PW139214

238

(M/24) 3PW139213
(XL/28) 3PW139215

(xl) 3PW139115

5

1

239

KIDS SPECTRUM GLOVES 13

Ventilated, entry-level, dimple mesh glove
	Additional Airprene ventilation areas and perforated fingers
	T PRs on fingers and back of hand for extra protection
	Lightly padded palm
	Adjustable Velcro fastener on wrist
	Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/5) 3PW139712

116

(M/6) 3PW139713

239

(l/7) 3PW139714
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KIDS DYNAMIC-FX HELMET 13

Offroad helmet with fibreglass outer shell
	Weight approx. 1,250 g (±50 g)
	Effective ventilation system
	Particularly large field of view
	Inner lining removable, washable and antibacterial
	Side goggle strap guide
	Double-D fastener
	ECE 22-05 tested
(S/48) 3PW139912

(M/50) 3PW139913

243

TECH 3S KIDS MX BOOT

Boot developed especially for young racers
	Insole construction provides maximum comfort and support
	Boot “grows in step” thanks to special footbed that can adapt to the growing foot
	PU toe and heel protectors integrated directly into the structure of the boot
	Additional protectors on the outside, toes and shin
	Special sole outer ensures optimum grip on the footrests
	Removable, anatomically shaped footbed for simple cleaning
	Made exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars

(l/52) 3PW139914

(34/2) 3PW119082
(38/5) 3PW119085

ECE-22-05

(35.5/3) 3PW119083
(39/6) 3PW119086

(37/4) 3PW119084

INTERIOR
(S) 3PW109910/12

(M) 3PW109910/13

(l) 3PW109910/14

HELMET SHIELD
3PW132910/01

241

KTM NECK BRACE ADV II small

When needed, the KTM Neck Brace can safely arrest dangerous movements of the head in both race and road use.
The forces arising are transferred effectively from the neck to the upper body. The KTM Neck Brace ADV offers
scientifically and technologically advanced protection against:

241

	hyperflexion (extreme forward movement of the head and
overstretching of the head in a forwards direction)
	hyperextension (extreme backward movement of the head
and overstretching of the head to the rear)
	lateral hyperflexion (extreme movement of the head
to the side)
	axial loading (compression of the spinal column due
to a corresponding load to the helmet)
	posterial hypertranslation (rearwards shunting of the
head on the neck)
	uncontrolled movement of the head / helmet in the event
of a crash

	Energy-absorbing material on the outer surface and body
contact surface
	In extreme cases, controlled breakage of the neck brace
absorbs energy
	Variable size adjustment
	Simple handling with quick-release fasteners
	Made from glass-fibre-reinforced plastic, approx. 850 g light
	Made exclusively for KTM by Leatt®

3PW119040

CE-EN-1621-2

242
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CE 89/686/EEC

KIDS QUADRANT PROTECTOR

	Maximum protection with minimum restriction thanks to ergonomically
shaped chest and back area
	Adjustable quick-release fastener on side
Detachable arm-guards
High-density foam padding
Comfortable, padded neck roll
Made exclusively for KTM by Thor
(S/M) 3PW129012

(L/XL) 3PW129014

CE-EN-14021
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heroes 2013

the street

riders
Surfing in the streets
A few simple truths about motorcycle riding on the street:
1. Feel the acceleration with your whole body – don’t read
it off the speedometer.
2. Curves are the reason for riding a bike; straights are
a necessary evil.
3. With the right bike braking is as much fun as opening
the throttle.

120

4. Stay away from people who ride “sensible” motorcycles.
5. This is what a perfect day looks like: Brake and accelerate.
Lean to the left, lean to the right. A burst of speed.
	And the same all over again ...
6. What is simple is not always the best. But the best is always 		
simple. (This applies to motorcycles as it does to PowerWear.)

121
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PEGSCRATCH EVO JACKET

Robust nylon, all-round jacket
	Breathable, wind and waterproof thanks to integrated
PU membrane
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Fabric stretch zones in shoulder area
	Adjustable comfort collar
	Several ventilation zips
	Reflective panels on sleeves
	Long and short connecting zip
	Connecting belt loop for attaching jacket and snow guard
	Waterproof pocket between front panel and main zip fastener
(S) 3PW131112 (M) 3PW131113 (l) 3PW131114
(xl) 3PW131115 (xxl) 3PW131116 (xXxl) 3PW131117
315 cm2

4

1

245
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PEGSCRATCH EVO pants

Robust nylon, all-round pants
	Breathable, wind and waterproof thanks to integrated
PU membrane
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
	Long and short connecting zip
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on knee
	Pockets for optional SAS-TEC hip protector
	Stretch zones on waist, knee, front and calf
	Adjustable waist strap
(S/30) 3PW131212
(l/34) 3PW131214
(xxl/38) 3PW131216

(M/32) 3PW131213
(xl/36) 3PW131215
(xXxl/40) 3PW131217
435 cm2

2
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HQ adventure pants

High-quality, versatile touring pants
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining and breathable,
wind and waterproof Z-liner membrane (water column 15,000 mm)
	Outer material: 95% polyamide / 5% leather
	Stretch zone
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors, with outstanding impact-absorption values
	Leg zip
	Leg width adjustment
	Leather reinforcement
	Two reflective, waterproof zip pockets
	Wind and waterproof fastener
	Leather reinforcement at critical points
	Pockets for optional waist protector
	Quick-release waistband adjustment
	Long and short connecting zip offers greatest possible flexibility
in jacket selection
	Elastic, comfort waistband
	Double material on the back
(S/30) 3PW121212
(xl/36) 3PW121215

(M/32) 3PW121213
(xxl/38) 3PW121216

(l/34) 3PW121214
(xXxl/40) 3PW121217

hq adventure pants short leg
(XL/36) 3PW121225

(XL/37) 3PW121226 (XXL/38) 3PW121227

hq adventure pants long leg
(M/32) 3PW121232
(L/34) 3PW121233
(XXL/37) 3PW121235

HQ adventure JACKET

High-quality, versatile touring jacket
	Back pocket for optional back protector
	Comfort collar with soft, padded neoprene
	Outer material: 80% polyamide / 20% leather
	Ventilation zips front and back
	Stepless sleeve width adjustment
	Velcro strap
	Dual-function zip: opening and ventilation
	All zips are waterproof; all grey zips reflective
	Waterproof breast pockets
	Inner jacket can be worn separately
	Large back zip pocket

6

(S) 3PW121112

(M) 3PW121113

(l) 3PW121114

	Crotch strap for fixing the jacket
	Long and short connecting zip offers greatest possible flexibility
in pant selection
	Adjustable waist
	Leather reinforcements
	Reflective piping on the front and reflective area on the back
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulders and elbows
	Magnetic collar fastener
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal
lining and breathable, wind and waterproof Z-liner membrane
(water column 15,000 mm)
(xl) 3PW121115

(xxl) 3PW121116

5

2

(xXxl) 3PW121117

247

hq adventure pants woman

0
I

I

246

(XL/36) 3PW121234

Pants designed especially for the female figure
2

(S) 3PW128202

(l) 3PW128204

(xl) 3PW128205

0
I

hq adventure jacket woman

I

246

(M) 3PW128203

Jacket designed especially for the female figure
(S) 3PW128102

124

(M) 3PW128103

(l) 3PW128104

(xl) 3PW128105

125
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250
248

PURE ADVENTURE JACKET

250

Ventilated jacket for warmer temperatures
	E xtensive, perforated ventilation zones
	Abrasion-proof and rip-resistant polyester / polyamide mixed fabric
	Short connecting zip
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Adjustable comfort collar
	Reflective panels on sleeves

Touring jacket made from hard-wearing polyamide fabric
	Breathable, wind and waterproof
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
and Z-liner
	Long and short connecting zip and crotch strap
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Adjustable comfort collar
	Several ventilation zips
(S) 3PW111132
(xl) 3PW111135

(M) 3PW111133
(xxl) 3PW111136

vented jacket

(S) 3PW131122
(xl) 3PW131125

(l) 3PW111134
(xXxl) 3PW111137

(M) 3PW131123
(xxl) 3PW131126

(l) 3PW131124
(xXxl) 3PW131127
70 cm2

2
5

249

2

pure adventure pants

Touring pants made from hard-wearing polyamide fabric
	Breathable, wind and waterproof
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
and Z-liner
	Long and short connecting zip and crotch strap
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on knee
	Reinforcements on areas at risk in the event of a crash
	Stretch zones above the knee and in the back of the knee
	Elastic comfort waistband, high-cut back
	Adjustable leg width at the calf
(S) 3PW111232
(xl) 3PW111235

(M) 3PW111233
(xxl) 3PW111236

251

249

vented pants

Ventilated pants for warmer temperatures
	E xtensive, perforated ventilation zones
	Abrasion-proof and rip-resistant polyester / polyamide mixed fabric
	Short connecting zip
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on knee
	Pockets for optional SAS-TEC hip protector
	Double material on knee and seat
	Stretch zones
	Adjustable leg width at the calf
(S/30) 3PW131222
(xl/36) 3PW131225

(M/32) 3PW131223
(xxl/38) 3PW131226

(l/34) 3PW131224
(xXxl/40) 3PW131227

(l) 3PW111234
(xXxl) 3PW111237
40 cm2

Pure Adventure Pants Short Leg
2

(XL/36) 3PW111245 (XL/37) 3PW111246 (XXL/38) 3PW111247

Pure Adventure Pants Long Leg
(M/32) 3PW111252

(L/34) 3PW111253

251

(XL/36) 3PW111254

2
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253

252

STREET evo jacket 13

160 cm2

Sporty road jacket
	Breathable, wind and waterproof thanks to integrated Z-liner
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
	Removable YF protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Stretch zones for greater freedom of movement
	Long and short connecting zip, additional connecting belt loop
	Comfort collar
	Ventilation openings on shoulder
	Reflector panels, reflective seams
(S) 3PW131152

(l) 3PW131154

(xl) 3PW131155

(S) 3PW138102

(M) 3PW138103

(l) 3PW138104

(xXxl) 3PW131157

0
I

STREET EVO JACKET 13 WOMAN

Jacket designed especially for the female figure

128

(xxl) 3PW131156

I

253

(M) 3PW131153

2

(xl) 3PW138105

129
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254

TWO 4 RIDE JACKET

Cool, motorcycle hooded jacket
	Detachable hood, an integrated magnet prevents flapping
	Breathable, wind and waterproof thanks to sewn-in Z-liner
	Removable YF protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Reflector panels
	Connecting belt loop for pants and snow guard
	iPod pocket with headphone loop
(xS) 3PW131141
(l) 3PW131144
(xXxl) 3PW131147

(s) 3PW131142
(xl) 3PW131145

(m) 3PW131143
(Xxl) 3PW131146

3

255

kevlar riding jeans

Stylish riding jeans made of strong 700 g denim
	Kevlar ® reinforcements in critical areas at the front and rear
	E xclusively for KTM by Draggin Jeans
(S/30) 3PW101212
(l/34) 3PW101214
(xxl/38) 3PW101216

(M/32) 3PW101213
(xl/36) 3PW101215
(xXxl/40) 3PW101217
2
CE-EN-13595-1

255
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256
258

urban JACKET

258

speed JACKET

Sporty street jacket in leather / polyamide material mix
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Ventilation zips
	Breast pocket with reflector strip
	Long and short connecting zip
	Individually adjustable sleeve and hip width

Sporty jacket made from 1.2 mm cowhide in a high-quality matt finish
	Perforated mesh inner lining
Stretch panels
	Long and short connecting zip
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder and elbow
	Pocket for optional SAS-TEC back protector
	Aero hump
	Hard-shell caps on shoulder and elbow

(xS) 3PW131131
(l) 3PW131134
(xXxl) 3PW131137

(S) 3PW111152
(xl) 3PW111155

(s) 3PW131132
(xl) 3PW131135

(m) 3PW131133
(Xxl) 3PW131136

(M) 3PW111153
(xxl) 3PW111156

(l) 3PW111154
(xXxl) 3PW111157

38 cm2

2
3

257
257

urban pants

259
259

speed pants

Sporty street pants in leather / polyamide material mix
	Suitable for use all year round thanks to removable thermal lining
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on knee
	Pockets for optional SAS-TEC hip protector
	Double material on knee and seat
	Quick-release waistband adjustment
	Stretch panels
	Long and short connecting zip

Sporty pants made from 1.2 mm cowhide in a high-quality matt finish
	Perforated mesh inner lining
Stretch panels
	Long and short connecting zip
	Removable SAS-TEC protectors on knee
	Wind proof stretch fabric in crotch
	Two external zip pockets
	Pockets for optional waist protector

(xs/28) 3PW131231
(m/32) 3PW131233
(xl/36) 3PW131235
(xxxl/40) 3PW131237

(S/30) 3PW081212 (M/32) 3PW081213
(l/34) 3PW081214
(xl/36) 3PW081215 (xxl/38) 3PW081216 (xXxl/40) 3PW081217

(s/30) 3PW131232
(l/34) 3PW131234
(xxl/38) 3PW131236

76 cm2

2
4
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260

KTM TECH 1R SUIT

262

High-end racing suit made from strong 1.3 mm cowhide
	E xternal PU shoulder (for safe slide path) and knee protectors
(with TPR panel for better hold on the tank)
	Elbow and knee / shin protectors
	Aero hump
	Aramidic stretch panels on sleeve and crotch
	Patented calfbone extensions
	Ventilation zones on upper body
	Removable and washable inner lining
	Made exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars

SUPERMOTO LEATHERSUIT

Specially styled Supermoto suit made from strong 1.2 mm cowhide
	SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder, elbow and knee
	Pockets on hips and back for optional protectors
	Double-leather on seat, knee and shoulder
	Plenty of stretch-fabric panels
	Ventilation zones on upper body, arms and legs
	Removable and washable Coolmax mesh lining
(l/52) 3PW111034

(Xl/54) 3PW111035

(xxl/56) 3PW111036

(S/48) 3PW111012 (m/50) 3PW111013
(l/52) 3PW111014
(Xl/54) 3PW111015 (xxl/56) 3PW111016 (xxxl/58) 3PW111017
COOLMAX

260

261

261

KTM STX NECK BRACE

specially made for road and racetrack use
	When needed, the KTM Neck Brace can safely arrest
dangerous movements of the head. The forces arising are
transferred effectively from the neck to the upper body.
See also description of KTM Neck Brace Adv II
	Easily adjustable without any tools
	Suitable for use with a wide variety of motorcycle
clothing, with aero humps and various chest protectors
or protector jackets
(S/M) 3PW111052

CE-EN-1621-2

134

(L/xl) 3PW111053

	Sufficient freedom of movement to turn the head
and look over the shoulder
	Folding supports for space-saving storage
	Can be attached to the helmet lock like a helmet
	Made from high-quality fibreglass polyamide resin,
developed with Leatt® Alternative Load Path
Technology, the same proven technology that is
used for the KTM Neck Brace
	Weight: approx. 700 g

(xxl) 3PW111054

CE 89/686/EEC
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265

COMBAT LEATHERSUIT

One-piece leather suit made from strong 1.2 mm cowhide
	SAS-TEC protectors on shoulder, elbow and knee
	Pockets on hips and back for optional protectors
	Double-leather on seat, knee and shoulder
	Plenty of stretch panels, completely bi-elastic stretch-fabric calf area
	Ventilation zones on upper body
	Velcro patches for optional knee sliders
	Removable and washable Coolmax mesh lining
	Inside pockets
Visco-foam insert on calfbone
(S/48) 3PW091012 (m/50) 3PW091013
(Xl/54) 3PW091015

265

NECK WARMER

Keeps neck and throat warm due to inner fleece
	Outer material Nylon-Taslan
	Lining Polyester-Fleece
	YKK® zipper

(l/52) 3PW091014

(S) 3B71012

(M) 3B71013

(L) 3B71014

COOLMAX

RACING SENSOR
Knee sliders made of
 polyurethane with integrated logo.
3B61030

266

REFLECTIVE RIDING VEST

Reflective rider gilet to be worn on top of riding jacket
	Maximum safety thanks to strongly fluorescent material
	Hard-wearing and waterproof
	Adjustable waist
Back pocket
	Meets EN 471 standard for motor vehicle warning vests
(M) 3PW131163
(xxl) 3PW131166

(l) 3PW131164
(xl) 3PW131165
(xXxl) 3PW131167
165 cm2

264
264

266

KTM BIONIC BACK PROTECTOR

CE Level 2 Impact performance (under 9 kN transmitted force)
in accordance with EN 1621-2
	Ergonomic 5 plate construction contours to the natural curve of the back
	Plates lock to lessen overextension of the back
	E xcellent shock absorption, even in repeated impacts
	Thin, light, and substantially breathable core
	Adjustable shoulder straps
	Wide waist belt.
	E xclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(S) 3PW111022

(m) 3PW111023

(l) 3PW111024

(Xl) 3PW111025

267

267

REFLECTIVE ARM BAND

Reflector strap for greater safety
	Can be worn with any jacket
	Strongly fluorescent material
	Set of two
(One Size) 3PW131020
150 cm2

CE-EN-1621-2
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268

KTM RX-7 GP HELMET

269

Racing technology for the road
	Helmet shell designed with fibreglass-PB-SNC technology
	Weight: 1,500 g (± 50 g)
	DRY-COOL® Innenfutter (100% Polyester)
	Cheek pads and inner lining completely removable
and washable
	Effective ventilation system with diffusers
	Quick-change visor with anti-fog catch
ECE-22-05

	Double D-ring fastener
	Fold-out wind deflector, replaceable breath deflector
	Detachable neck part
	Emergency help tabs (removable cheek pads)
	ECE 22-05 and SNELL 2010 tested
	Exclusively for KTM by Arai

(XS/54) 3PW131911 (S/56) 3PW131912 (M/58) 3PW131913 (l/60) 3PW131914 (xl/62) 3PW131915 (xxl/64) 3PW131916

SNIPE R HELMET

Motorcycle helmet for every type of rider: naked, supermotard, streetfight er as well as off road and adventure riders
	Weight approx. 1,650 g (± 50 g)
	Reduced wind noise due to neck roll
	DRY-COOL® lining (100% polyester)
	Side air exhausts
	Fibreglass shell
	Controllable chin vent plus adjustable chin curtain
	Hybrid multiple density foam EPS liner
	Removable and washable liner
	Can be worn in three ways: peak and visor, peak only, visor only
	ECE 22-05 compliant
	Special IC and DDL2 vent system
	Exclusively for KTM by Arai
(XS/54) 3PW131921 (S/56) 3PW131922 (M/58) 3PW131923 (l/60) 3PW131924

(xl/62) 3PW131925

(xxl/64) 3PW131926

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

(XS) 3PW101930/20 (S) 3PW101930/21 (M) 3PW101930/22 (l) 3PW101930/23 (xl) 3PW101930/24 (xxl) 3PW101930/25

(XS) 3PW131920/01 (S) 3PW131920/02 (M) 3PW131920/03 (l) 3PW131920/04 (xl) 3PW131920/05 (xxl) 3PW131920/06

CHEEK PADS

CHEEK PADS

(Xs-M) 3PW101930/30

(l) 3PW101930/31

(xl-XXL) 3PW101930/32

(Xs) 3PW131920/11 (s-M) 3PW131920/12 (L-XL) 3PW131920/14

VISORs
2D CLEAR 3PW101930/01

ECE-22-05

(XXL) 3PW131920/16

VISORs
DARK TINT 3PW101930/02

LIGHT TINT 3PW101930/03

Tear-off pack (5) 3PW101930/04

CLEAR 3PW131920/20

LIGHT TINTED 3PW131920/21

DARK TINTED 3PW131920/22

PEAK
3PW131920/30		
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270

KTM APEX HELMET

271

Lightweight S.E.C. racing helmet (Structurally Enhanced Composite)
	Weight 1,200 g (± 50 g)
	Safety lock visor system, improved channelled EPS inner shell
	Hypoallergenic inner lining completely removable
and washable
	Scratch and shockproof anti-fog visor
ECE-22-05

Weight-optimised outer safety shell made from Stonefibre
	Weight 1,100 g (± 50 g)
	Effective ventilation system
	One-button NX quick-change visor mechanism
	Cheek pads and inner lining completely removable and washable

	Adjustable chin air intake
	Double D-ring fastener
	ECE 22-05 tested
	Made exclusively for KTM by Suomy

INTERIOR

INTERIOR

(XS/54) 3B81910/11 (S/56) 3B81910/12 (M/58) 3B81910/13 (l/60) 3B81910/14 (xl/62) 3B81910/15 (xxl/64) 3B81910/16

(XS) 3PW101910/11 (S) 3PW101910/12

CHEEK PADS

CHEEK PADS
(S/56) 3B81910/18

(M/58-L/60) 3B81910/19

(xl/62) 3B81910/20

(xxl/64) 3B81910/21

VISORs
VISOR CLEAR 3B81910/01
VISOR MIRROR GOLD 3B81910/04		
FLAT RACING VISOR CLEAR 3B81910/06			

	Double D-ring fastener
	M.A.R.O. (Marushin Anti Roll Off) safety system
	ECE 22-05 tested
	Made exclusively for KTM by Marushin

(XS/54) 3PW121911 (S/56) 3PW121912 (M/58) 3PW121913 (l/60) 3PW121914 (xl/62) 3PW121915
(XS/54) 3PW121921 (S/56) 3PW121922 (M/58) 3PW121923 (l/60) 3PW121924 (xl/62) 3PW121925 (xxl/64) 3PW121926

(XS/54) 3B81910/17

140

STREET EVO X2 HELMET

(XS) 3PW101910/01 (S) 3PW101910/02

(xxl/64) 3PW121916

(M) 3PW101910/13 (l) 3PW101910/14 (xl) 3PW101910/15

(xxl) 3PW101910/16

(M) 3PW101910/03 (L) 3PW101910/04 (xL) 3PW101910/05

(XxL) 3PW101910/06

ECE-22-05

VISORs
VISOR MID TINT 3B81910/02 		
VISOR MIRROR CHROMED 3B81910/05
TEAR OFF LENS 3B81910/07 		

VISOR FULL TINT 3B81910/03

CLEAR ANTIFOG 3PW101910/20

SILVER 3PW101910/21

LIGHT TINT 3PW101910/22

DARK TINT 3PW101910/23

SPECIAL RAIN VISOR 3B81910/08
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276

HQ ADVENTURE GLOVES

High-quality, leather winter glove for cold
weather, rain and snow
	Breathable, wind and waterproof Sympatex® membrane
Highly insulating microfibre padding
Slightly pre-bent fingers, palm with adhesive silicon print
	Reinforced thumb and heel of the hand
	Nose wipe on thumb
	Long cuff with pull strap

272

(S/8) 3PW121722
(Xl/11) 3PW121725

272

(m/9) 3PW121723
(xXl/12) 3PW121726

(l/10) 3PW121724

KTM GP PRO GLOVES

Top-quality road racing glove
	Full grained cowhide outer, synthetic suede inner
	PU protectors on wrist, knuckles and fingers
	Patented bridge between third and fourth finger
	Kevlar ® reinforced inner
	Abrasion-proof Pittards Armor TAN leather on critical points
	E xclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(S/8) 3PW131712
(Xl/11) 3PW131715

(m/9) 3PW131713
(xXl/12) 3PW131716

(l/10) 3PW131714

277

PURE ADVENTURE GLOVES

Waterproof touring glove
	Leather palm with double leather on heel of the hand,
index finger and thumb
Breathable, wind and waterproof PU membrane

273

(S/8) 3PW111722
(Xl/11) 3PW111725

(m/9) 3PW111723
(xXl/12) 3PW111726

(l/10) 3PW111724

277
273

VECTOR X2 GLOVES

Road glove made from cowhide and goatskin leather
	T PU protectors on shank, heel of the hand, and fingers
	Leather reinforcements on areas at risk in the event of a crash, e.g. side of the hand
	Double fastener system on wrist
	Air vent panels
	Reflective panels on upper hand
(S/8) 3PW121712
(Xl/11) 3PW121715

(m/9) 3PW121713
(xXl/12) 3PW121716

(l/10) 3PW121714

274

274

RADICAL X GLOVES WHITE

Lightweight goatskin road glove
	Maximum ventilation thanks to perforated leather
Plastic and leather knuckle protection
Padded wrist and sides
Double material in areas subject to greatest wear
Velcro fastener
(S/8) 3PW111732
(Xl/11) 3PW111735

(m/9) 3PW111733
(xXl/12) 3PW111736

275

(l/10) 3PW111734

275

radical x gloves black

(S/8) 3PW111742
(Xl/11) 3PW111745
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(m/9) 3PW111743
(xXl/12) 3PW111746

(l/10) 3PW111744
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278

KTM FASTLANE AIR SHOE

280

Comfortable and versatile motorcycle shoe
	Combination of suede leather and high-tech microfibre
Breathable mesh lining
	Upper edge and tongue in comfortable 3D fabric
	Outer TPR ankle protectors, TPU toe protection
	Padded, double ankle impact protection
Toe and heel cap under leather
	Metal shank in sole prevents excessive deformation due to external
influences / hazards
	Anatomically shaped EVA foam rubber footbed
	PU middle sole on the heel for additional comfort
Gear shift reinforcement
	Combined Velcro and lace fastening system
	Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(39/6) 3PW131011
(40.5/7) 3PW131012
(44.5/10) 3PW131015 (45.5/11) 3PW131016

(42/8) 3PW131013
(47/12) 3PW131017

Racing boots with patented, biomechanical,
removable inner shoe
	Innovative, elaborate ventilation system
	Aerodynamic, wind-tunnel-tested, super-smooth outer shell
	Aluminium inserts in heel area
	Comfortable putting on thanks to zip all the way to the sole
	Quick-release fastener on inner shoe
	Ultra-lightweight sole
	Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(40) 3PW101032
(43) 3PW101035
(46) 3PW101038

(41) 3PW101033
(44) 3PW101036
(47) 3PW101039

(42) 3PW101034
(45) 3PW101037

CE-EN-13634

(43/9) 3PW131014

281

279

AIR SOCKS

(39/40) 3PW121022
(43/44) 3PW121024

281

TECH TOURING BOOT

Perfect long-distance and touring boot
	With Gore-Tex© membrane
	100% waterproof
	Safety elements for shin, ankle, heel and toes
	Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars

Functional socks for summer temperatures
	Intelligent material mix ensures maximum moisture transport
Important areas reinforced
Optimum fit thanks to elastic panels
75% SST polypropylene / 15% polyamide / 10% elastane

279

SUPERTECH R BOOT

(41/42) 3PW121023
(45/46) 3PW121025

(39) 3PW101011
(42) 3PW101014
(45) 3PW101017

(40) 3PW101012
(43) 3PW101015
(46) 3PW101018

(41) 3PW101013
(44) 3PW101016
(47) 3PW101019

CE-EN-13634

282

282

S-MX 5 BOOT

Road racing boot
	Shockproof and abrasion-resistant two-layer PU protectors
protect shin, ankle, calf, toes and heel
	Quick-drying polyamide lining with open-pore foam cushioning
and contoured Temperfoam inserts for optimum shock absorption
in the foot area
	Innovative ventilation in ankle, heel and metatarsus area
	MTP mesh lining and anatomically shaped, removable PU foam
rubber footbed
	Exclusive compound rubber sole
Reinforced flatfoot insert
	Replaceable two-layer PU toe slider with latching attachment
	Exclusively for KTM by Alpinestars
(39) 3PW121011
(42) 3PW121014
(45) 3PW121017

(40) 3PW121012
(43) 3PW121015
(46) 3PW121018

(41) 3PW121013
(44) 3PW121016
(47) 3PW121019

CE-EN-13634
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The orange state of mind
The accessories in the PowerWear collection are not some kind of
superhero equipment – they won’t make you faster or better or more

146

beautiful, but they are all “orange” in one way or another.
And orange is not just a colour – orange is a way of life.
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285

Leisure rucksack with large main compartment and additional outer compartment with
practical partitioning for phone, music player, passports, pens, etc. Available for the first
time in two different designs (see p. 152). Exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 46 x 34 x 18 cm; weight approx. 0.5 kg; volume approx. 16 litres.
3PW137070

283
283

spectrum allover

TRAVEL BAG 9800

Professional tool: Large (122 litres!) Trolley case with a wealth of well thought-out, tried
and tested features.Extremely tough and water-repellent outer material, entire back made
from hard-shell plastic, high quality ball-bearing rollers, telescopic handle, reinforced
seams. Numerous, ingenious, inner and outer compartments, some individually adjustable.
Great handling when full as well, thanks to five different grab handles. Additional all-round
securing straps (similar to suitcase straps), which can also be used for attaching bulky
objects, e.g. motorcycle frames (before the warranty department starts to grumble: we’re
only joking about the frame. Kids, please don’t try this at home!)
Size approx. 86 x 42 x 39 cm; weight approx. 6.5 kg; volume approx. 122 litres.
3PW137000

286

286

HELMET BAG

This tidies the helmet away, providing it with optimum protection: Large padded helmet bag with
soft inner lining for all offroad and road helmets. Well thought-out: The zips don’t scratch on the
inside; extra pockets provide space for accessories and small parts. Made exclusively for KTM by
Ogio. Size approx. 48 x 33 x 28 cm; weight approx. 1 kg; volume approx. 45 litres.
3PW137100

287

284

GOGGLE BOX

One or two women would be amazed at how orderly men can be: Goggle box with soft inner lining for
up to five pairs of goggles; additional cover pocket for accessories. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 39 x 32 x 14 cm; weight approx. 1 kg; volume approx. 13 litres.
3PW137110

284

LOADER ALLOVER

Lightweight, spacious bag with reinforced bottom, featuring long carrying handles and adjustable shoulder
strap. Large main compartment and multifunctional extra compartment on the front face. Available for the
first time in two different designs (see p. 152). Exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 81 x 38 x 48 cm; weight approx. 1.5 kg; volume approx. 163 litres.

287

3PW137020
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288

Terminal

Functional travel bag with large external pockets, several internal straps and interior mesh
divider. Reinforced bottom. Expandable volume function by opening the side zip. Made exclusively for
KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 80 x 43 x 35 cm; weight approx. 5.5 kg; volume approx. 95 litres.
3PW127020

289
289

newt bag II

The functional miracle: With specially equipped compartments for
practically everything you could ever carry with you. Now with an extra
compartment for tablet computers and a protected document pocket
on the rear. It’s hard to imagine any more well thought-out functionality
in a single rucksack. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 45 x 29 x 19 cm.
3PW137120

290
291

290

NEGOTIATOR MESSENGER BAG

Small laptop bag. Two different storage compartments for laptop and
various accessories. Padded interior pockets. Suitable for 13", 15" and
17" devices. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size: approx. 41 x 37 x 7 cm.
3PW127040

291

TROLLEY LAYOVER

The “hand luggage version” of the large Terminal suitcase model. Optimum design with four handles,
stable trolley bars, ten functional compartments and an expandable main compartment. Exclusively for
KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 35 x 55 x 25 cm; weight approx. 3.6 kg; volume approx. 53 litres.
3PW127010
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293

292

TRUCKER 8800

296

Multi-purpose bag with oversized rollers for every surface. The bag is equipped throughout with
iFOM, i.e. all walls are padded with an extra layer of foam to help protect the contents. Ventilated
main compartment, large U-shaped opening, well thought-out partitioning, telescopic handle,
numerous grab handles and padded shoulder strap. Hardwearing outer material with reinforced
seams. Size approx. 81 x 46 x 38 cm; weight approx. 4 kg; volume approx. 149 litres.

ERZBERG HYDRATION PACK 550

Tried and tested racing hydration pack. Particularly compact and lightweight with small additional
compartment for valuables. Optimally adjustable padded strap system, padded back with air-flow channels.
Including FDA-tested 2 litre hydration bladder. Hydration bladder can be turned completely inside out for
cleaning. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 43 x 20 x 10 cm; weight approx. 0.3 kg;
volume approx. 9 litres.

296

3PW137010

3PW137060

297

292

HYDRATION PACK BLADDER

3B77931

298
293

loader racing

Lightweight, spacious bag with reinforced bottom, featuring long carrying handles and
adjustable shoulder strap. Large main compartment and multifunctional extra compartment
on the front face. Available for the first time in two different designs (see p. 148). Exclusively for
KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 81 x 38 x 48 cm; weight approx. 1.5 kg; volume approx. 163 litres.

298

297

BAJA HYDRATION PACK 1650

Multifunctional rucksack with integrated drink system. Well thought-out and practical compartment
layout with net pockets on front and side. Extra compartment for hydration pack, padded back and
straps. Including FDAtested 2 litre hydration bladder. Hydration bladder can be turned completely
inside out for cleaning. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 20 x 23 x 46 cm;
weight approx. 0.5 kg; volume approx. 21 litres.

3PW137030

3PW137050

294

CONTENDER DUFFLE BAG

Multi-purpose sports bag with vented side shoe compartment, padded shoulder strap
and reinforced base. Exclusively for KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 60 x 30 x 30 cm;
weight approx. 1 kg; volume approx. 54 litres.
3PW127070

294

001

299
299

295

295

spectrum racing

Leisure rucksack with large main compartment and additional outer compartment
with practical partitioning for phone, music player, passports, pens, etc. Available
for the first time in two different designs (see p. 149). Exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 46 x 34 x 18 cm; weight approx. 0.5 kg; volume approx. 16 litres.

DAKAR MOTOPACK 1950

Comfortable rider rucksack with stowable rain cover. Basic shape with reduced
aerodynamic drag, comfortably padded wide shoulder straps, stowable hip belt,
padded back with air-flow channels. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio.
Size approx. 48 x 33 x 20 cm; weight approx. 1 kg; volume approx. 32 litres.
3PW137040

3PW137080
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304
300

NECK BRACE BAG

305

Keeps your neck brace nice and safe when transporting.
Fleece-lined interior. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio.

300

304

WALLET GRAPHIC

Oxford nylon wallet featuring an outer zip pocket and classic
interior layout. Velcro closure. Size approx. 13 x 8.5 cm.

3PW107950

3PW137410

305

wallet 3d

3PW137420

306
301

moto box

Kiss goodbye to chaos. Collapsible box with space for helmet, neck brace, goggles
and other essentials. Exclusively for KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 56 x 34 x 34 cm;
weight approx. 1.9 kg; volume approx. 29 litres.

306

LEATHER WALLET

High quality leather wallet with contrasting nylon lining. Logo pin on the outside,
additional leather embossing on the inside, embossed press stud. Size approx. 12 x 10 cm.

3PW117960

3PW137350

301

302
302

308

DOPPLER TOILET BAG

Rather practical: Travel toilet bag with rotating hook. So that you don’t have to keep
unpacking and repacking everything – just hang up the bag. Made exclusively for KTM
by Ogio. Size approx. 27 x 23 x 10 cm.

308

PHONE COVER RACE

Mobile phone sheath with a clever mechanism: When you pull
on the strap, the phone emerges at half speed from the sheath.
Engineers love this principle, which they call “gear reduction”.
Micro-fleece lining, velcro fastener. Size approx. 8 x 13 cm.

3PW137090

3PW137430

307
307

PHONE cover graphic

3PW137440

303

BELT BAG COMP

Functional belt bag with numerous well-designed storage compartments: Fold-out tool
compartment, waterproof zip pocket, pocket for water bottle, compartment for spare tube,
padded and ventilated back. Made exclusively for KTM by Ogio. Size approx. 70 x 16 x 20 cm.

303

154

309
309

PHONE COVER 3d

3PW137450

3PW127030
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315

310
310

TO GO BOTTLE

Quality stainless steel thermo bottle. Absolutely leak-proof
screw cap, 1 litre capacity.

315

3PW127650

RACING TOASTER

The interesting thing about this toaster: On each slice of toast
the KTM logo is burned in – of course!

311

3B87000		3B87000GB (GB plug)

311

BOTTLE ALU

Robust and lightweight 0.7 l aluminium bottle
with sport bottle top.
3B67170

316
317

316

ALLOVER MUG

317

All new: KTM coffee mug with different design motifs.
New motifs are added every year.

312

TOYS FOR THE BOYS MUG

3PW137320

3PW137330

312

POWER MUG

Thermo mug for hot and cold drinks with practical
360° Push & Drink cap. Size: approx. 350 ml.

320

3PW127640

318

313

318

coffee mug black

3B67110

314
319

319
313

ICE CUBE TRAY

314

can cooler

The height of cool: 6 large logo design ice cubes. Food-safe silicone mould.

Keeps your cans cool and your fingers warm. Can cooler in orange with KTM logo.

3PW107050

3PW117250

156

COFFEE MUG orange

KTM coffee mug with logo-print.
3B57110

320

SALT & PEPPER

The racer is the salt and the girl, of course, the pepper. Salt and pepper shaker
made from hand-painted porcelain, approx. 8 cm high.
3PW137490
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327
322

327

CASH HELMET OFFROAD

Ceramic piggy bank in an off-road design. If you don’t like hitting your
helmet with a hammer, you can also get to your cash via an opening
in the bottom. Diameter approx. 20 cm.
3PW137400

321
321

328

RACING CUBES

As a slightly over-sized keyring or a stylish addition to your rear
view mirror, these furry dice tell it like it is – “Always Ready to Race”.
Plush, approx. 4 cm edge width.

328

3PW097250

3PW117530

322
323

323

notebook a5

329

headphones

KTM-style headphones. Comfortable to wear.
Compatible with all devices using a 3.5 mm stereo jack
(iPod, iPad, iPhone, laptop, Blackberry, etc.).

TOWBAR CAP

Towbar cap made of plastic.
Of course in orange and with a KTM Logo.

330

3PW127810

3B87190

329

324

NOTEBOOK A4

Very refined notebook with embossed logo and attractive rubber fastener.
For lap times and everything else that seems worth recording. 90 sheets.
Size A5 approx. 15 x 21 cm, size A4 approx. 21 x 30 cm.
3PW097251

324

EAR PLUGS

Indispensable on the racetrack:
A pair of ear plugs in an orange metal box.
3PW097330

331

325
326

330

doormat

Doormat with safety warning. Dimensions 50 x 70 cm.
3PW127840

331

KEYHOLDER BOARD

332

Never lose your motorcycle keys again: Key rack made
from 1.5 mm thick metal. Dimensions approx. 20 x 8 cm.
3PW137480

325

PARKING PLATE

326

MINI SPEAKER

The boss’s parking space: Embossed sheet steel plate.
Size approx. 20 x 30 cm.

Ensures the right volume level and turns everywhere into a party zone.
Compatible with all devices using a 3.5 mm stereo jack. Rechargeable battery.
Size: 5 x 5 cm.

3PW107080

3PW127520

158

332

DOOR-STOP

Elastic rubber, wedge-shaped doorstop. Dimensions approx. 14 x 6 cm.
3PW127850

159
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333

336

BED LINEN

Premium cotton bed linen set with large allover print.
Duvet: 135 x 200 cm. Pillow cases: 80 x 80 cm. 100% cotton.
3PW127670

337

334

333

REV-CLOCK

336

Wall clock with rev counter design. Cover made of real glass,
quartz movement, Diameter approx. 36 cm.
3PW117170

337

BATHROBE

Bathrobe made from cotton terry towelling with pockets,
belt and cool MX design. 100% cotton.

338
334

LAPTOP STICKER TOOL BOX

Unique design and effective protection against dirt and scratches:
High quality laptop sticker fitting all models from 13" to 15.6".
Blister-free application and residue-free removal.

335

(S/M) 3PW125022

(L/XL) 3PW125024

339

BEACH TOWEL GRAPHIC

Extra-large bath and beach towel with multicoloured graphic print.
Size approx. 180 x 90 cm. 100% cotton.

3PW127980
3PW137370

335

WALLTATTOO

For workshop, bedroom, kitchen, toilet or wherever this
warning is appropriate. Freely cut motif with no background
film for all smooth and silicon-free surfaces (wallpaper, fine
plaster, tiles, glass, plastic and alike). Tip: if a normal strip
of sellotape sticks to the surface, then the wall tattoo will
hold as well. Residue-free removal.
Approx. 134 cm x 62 cm.
3PW127990

339

338

SHOWER CURTAIN

Now you can turn on the tap fully: Shower curtain with ring fasteners and lead tape in the seam. Can be attached to almost
every commercially available shower rail; washable. Size approx. 180 x 200 cm, 48% cotton / 52% polyester.
3PW127680
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346

accessories

340

345

DOG LEASH

RACETRACK CHAIR black

3B47102

The KTM dog leash allows sir or madam to keep Rover
under control. 173 cm long, nylon with logo.
3PW117430

346

341
345

340

RACETRACK CHAIR orange

Comfortable folding chair with large print. Delivered in easy
to carry bag. Length folded: approx. 95 cm.

341

DOG COLLAR

3B47107

Your dog can also wear orange. Adjustable dog collar
with KTM logo. Length up to 63 cm.
3PW117260

347

348

RACETRACK STOOL BLACK

For the private VIP stand at any venue: collapsible
three-legged stool with a logo print.
3PW097040

342

347

343
342

348

DOGGY STATION

pitlane umbrella

Rain or shine, the KTM umbrella offers you constant protection.
Umbrella in white and orange with allover print and 2 large KTM logos.
Diameter approx. 130 cm.

Extremely practical for travel: portable water dispenser
for all quadrupeds, approx. 500 ml.
3PW117540

3PW117040

343

DOG BOWL

The filling station for man’s best friend. Usable as a food or water bowl.
KTM dog bowl in orange with KTM logo. Diameter approx. 18 cm.

350

3PW117270

344

349

344

162

DOGGY LANDING

Padded dog basket with durable polyester exterior. The soft lining
is easy to remove and wash. Size approx. 79 x 66 x 24 cm.

349

3PW117550

Small umbrella including a cover with an allover
design. Diameter approx. 105 cm.

Stay cool in 4 square metres: nylon parasol with stainless steel pole and carrying case. Size approx. 2 x 2 m.

3PW117070

3PW117100

MINI-UMBRELLA

350

SUNSHADE
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351

356

BBQ APRON

Barbecue set for really “fast” food consisting of an apron
and MX-style barbecue gloves. Gloves can be attached to the
apron with velcro.
3PW127120

356

WINNERS PLACE

Two-layer picnic rug with large front print. Fleece on the top with velcro pocket,
water-repellent nylon on the bottom. Can be folded conveniently into its own bag.
Size approx. 190 x 140 cm.

351

3PW127820

352
357

358

358

AIR FRESHENER

Tree air freshener in unmistakable KTM style with orange scent.

353

3PW117310

352
353

FLY FLAP
357

If you’re going to die, then preferably like this:
Fly swatter with throttle twist grip and cross glove,
approx. 48 cm long.

FLASHLIGHT

Your compact companion for all camping and outdoor uses. Practical table
lighting mode thanks to adjustable lamp body. Hardwearing professional
aluminium casing, splashproof, surge-protected.
Size approx. 33 x 114 mm.

PORTABLE SHOWER - ONE DAY SPORT

The ideal way to cool down after a heated race.
With 2 refreshing wipes in every pack, dermatologically tested.
Size approx. 30 x 30 cm.

3PW137310

3PW127900

359

3PW117080

354
355
354

HOT-COLD-PACK

Gel cushion which you can use as a cold or warm compress,
suitable for freezers and microwaves. Size approx. 12 x 28 cm.

355

knife

High-quality five-blade penknife. With main blade, screwdriver,
can opener, awl and corkscrew – all rustproof and “Made in
Germany” encased in a plastic shell.

3PW117130
3PW137500

359

SPEED BOB

On the piste, get set – racing! This thing really raises the spirits: Steered like a bike
by shifting your weight, permission for take off granted to everyone from the age of
10 upwards and a height of at least 150 cm (max. load 130 kg). Extremely manoeuvrable,
super-stable, compact dimensions. Made from durable and very slippery polyethylene.
Length 66 cm, dry weight approx. 2,500 g (ready to ride).
3PW137510
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360

360

367

368
MODEL BIKE 125 / 200 DUKE

Woven logo, removable front part
with keyring.

368

RUBBER KEYHOLDER EXC 13

LANYARD CORD REVERSE

3PW127760

350 EXC 13 as a keyholder.
Size: 7.5 x 4.5 cm.

1:12 scale motorcycle model.

3PW137210

3PW137230

361
363

369

369

361

MODEL BIKE 350 EXC-F FACTORY

RUBBER KEYHOLDER DUKE 125 / 200

367

Duke 125 / 200 as a keyholder. Size: 7.5 x 4.5 cm.
3PW137220

362

1:12 scale motorcycle model.

363

3PW137240

MODEL BIKE 450 SX-F

1:12 scale motorcycle model.

370

3PW137250

Approx. 33 x 12 mm.

LOGO PIN

370

3B47104

362

371

MODEL BIKE 990 sm t

1:12 scale motorcycle model.

372

3PW117440

364
371

365

364

KEYHOLDER RACING

Very refined key fob with solid, bolt-on logo clasp
and embroidery on the strap. Size approx. 13 cm.

RUBBER KEYHOLDER SM T 12

372

LOGO PIN SILVER POLISHED

990 SM T as a keyholder. Size: 7.5 x 4.5 cm.

Approx. 22 x 8 mm.

3PW127590

3B87180

3PW137360

365

KEYHOLDER metal

374

Heavy metal: Sturdy metal key fob with extremely durable power coating.
Size approx. 7.5 x 2.6 cm.

373

3PW137390

366
374
366

KEYHOLDER RUBBER WHITE LOGO

Original key fob made from a multi-layer rubber material.
Approx. 2.5 cm x 9.5 cm (with ring).
3PW127970

166

LOGO MAGNET

Embroidered badge. 11 x 5 cm.

Stick to your fridge or any other magnetic material.
(NB: Will not stick to bike swing arm – which is made from
aluminum in KTM bikes.) Size approx. 7 x 2.5 cm.

(Orange) 3B57210 (Black) 3B57220

3PW107090

373

BADGE
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380

van STICKER

Large sticker, cut plastic backing film (no background).
Size of logo approx. 115 x 46 cm.

375

(Orange/Black) 3B49408
(Black/White) 3B49409
(Orange/White) 3B49410

377

375

380

ktm flag

Wave your flag: large KTM flag with hem-stitching for pole.
Size approx. 150 x 90 cm. 100% polyester.

381

3PW107060

381

Logo STICKER

On transparent vinyl foil. Size: 8.4 x 3.4 cm.

376

(Orange/Black) 3B49405
(Black/White) 3B49406
(Orange/White) 3B49407

POWER STICKER set

Sticker set on quality sticker sheet. Cold and heat resistant,
machine-washable. 21 x 30 cm.
3PW137270

382

376

377

retro GRAPHIC STICKER SET

STICKER set

Sticker-Set. 29 x 21 cm.
3B67100

3PW137260

382
378
379
378

KTM 3D STICKER

High quality sticker, as used on the motorcycle models.
Car wash resistant. Two stickers per pack. Size approx. 9 x 3 cm each.
(Silver) 62108095000BB

383

(Black) 6210809500030

379

SKIN DECALS

Tattoo motifs that don’t last forever and
don’t cause any pain when applied.
3PW127860

168

383

wp sticker set

3PW107190

169

heroes 2013

the X-bow
drivers
Driving at the limit
The essence of the KTM philosophy, rendered in carbon and given
four wheels: “Ready to Race!” Pure, unadulterated, consistent. The
X-Box moves the driving dynamics limit into areas that were previ-

170

ously only accessible to extremely expensive racing cars. And best
of all: The limit-breaking ride in this cannonball is available as a
street-legal version.
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386

X-BOW HEROES

3PW091040

384
384

Open Face Helmet Microphone 3PW091040/01

386

x-bow road jacket

	Storm cuffs around each wrist and thumb holes at the ends
of the sleeves minimise draughts
	Easy-to-reach pockets on the left sleeve and chest
	Connecting zipper at the back
	All zippers are YKK® with flip-down pullers
	Soft-touch interior for comfort while driving
	Carefully designed down to the last detail: precisely adapted
material thicknesses and ventilation panels
	Integrated face and neck warmers
	3D mesh at the elbows
	Shoulder reinforcement for maximum comfort in contact
with safety belts and chassis
(48) 3X081113
(54) 3X081116

(50) 3X081114
(56) 3X081117

bluetooth communication system

Easily and quickly operational Bluetooth communications device
that can be attached and ready to use in minutes.

387

387

(xs) 3X081911
(l) 3X081914

MAIN VISOR CLEAR 3X081910/01
INNER VISOR 3X081910/02
CHIN BAR 3X081910/04
HEAD CUSHION Band
(XS) 3X081910/21 (S) 3X081910/22
(L) 3X081910/24
(XL) 3X081910/25

(M) 3X081910/23
(XXL) 3X081910/26

CHEEK PADS
(XS) 3X081910/11
(L) 3X081910/14

(M) 3X081910/13
(XXL) 3X081910/16

(48) 3X081213 (50) 3X081214
(56) 3X081217 (58) 3X081218

(S) 3X081910/12
(XL) 3X081910/15

x-bow racing helmet gp-5w

	Pro race helmet, constructed of Super Complex Laminate
Construction shell technology
	Ventilation with two air intake slots in the chin area, and
4 way venting at the top of the helmet
	The 3 mm thick, 2D visor with F1 aluminium visor system
is prepared for the use with tear-offs
	Approved fire resistant lining and yellow Kevlar ® chin strap material
	Pre-installed features such as the HANS anchors and side winglets
make this helmet “Ready to Race”
	FIA Standard 8858-2002, SNELL-SA
	Made by Arai – exclusively for KTM X-Bow

385

	Storm cuffs at the end of the legs prevent draughts
	Connecting zipper at the back
	Additional stretch panels in the crotch for freedom of movement
when getting in and out
	Stretch panel at the back for easier fastening to the jacket and
additional freedom of movement
Fully adjustable waist
	All zippers with flip-down pullers
	Trousers designed specifically for the jacket with ventilation panels
	Different material strengths and padding where required
(46) 3X081212
(54) 3X081216

(m) 3X081913
(xxl) 3X081916

accesories x-bow road helmet

(52) 3X081115

x-bow road pants

(s) 3X081912
(xl) 3X081915

ECE-22-05

388
385

x-bow road helmet

	Helmet made from glass fibre reinforced plastic, optimally
balanced between weight and safety
	Large clear visor ensures a large field of vision
	Integrated dark flip up half visor ensures use of the helmet
in all light conditions
	Anti roll bar allows for a better positioning on the
head making the helmet more comfortable
	Quick and easy click chin lock allows hassle free locking and
removal of the helmet
	Removable chin guard
	Large adjustable top ventilation ensures best climate control
to your head
	Made by Schuberth for KTM X-BOW

(xs) 3X081921
(l) 3X081924

(52) 3X081215

(s) 3X081922
(xl) 3X081925

(m) 3X081923
(xxl) 3X081926

ECE-22-05

accesories x-bow road racing helmet
VISOR CLEAR 3X081920/10
VISOR DARK TINT 3X081920/11
VISOR LIGHT TINT 3X081920/12
TEAR OFFS 3X081920/13

388
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CHEEK PADS
(XS) 3X081920/01
(L) 3X081920/04

(S) 3X081920/02
(XL) 3X081920/05

(M) 3X081920/03
(XXL) 3X081920/06
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X-BOW HEROES

392

389

SWEATJACKET BLACK

Sweat jacket finished with great attention to detail in high sweatshirt quality with enhanced
seams. High wear comfort thanks to partial mesh lining on the inside. Two zip pockets and
embroidered X-Bow logo on the front, small embroidered KTM logo on the back.
70% cotton / 30% polyester.
(m) 3X085513

389

(l) 3X085514

(xl) 3X085515

(xxl) 3X085516

X-BOW RACING SUIT GP PRO

	One piece racing suit in a 3 layer construction for lighter
weight and performance
100% Nomex® outer layer
	Full Carbon-X mid layer for maximum heat transfer protection
	Shoulder construction using additional Carbon-X padded panels,
provides optimum comfort under HANS device and belts
	Full floating arm construction
	Specifically shaped arm and leg pattern for an ergonomic fit in the
driving position
	Complies with FIA 8856-2000
	Made by Alpinestars for KTM X-BOW
(48) 3X081043
(54) 3X081046

(50) 3X081044
(56) 3X081047

392
393

(52) 3X081045
(58) 3X081048

393

POLO LONGSLEEVE BLACK

Long arm shirt with polo neck in very smooth, elastic interlock quality. Woven X-Bow band
on the right sleeve. Narrow button border with laserdecorated logo buttons, collar of base
material, embroidered underarm openings, waistband slit with logo strip. Small embroidered
KTM logo on the back under the collar. 100% cotton.

2

(m) 3X085313

(l) 3X085314

(xl) 3X085315

(xxl) 3X085316

391

390

394

X-BOW POLO

Sporty polo shirt in high quality cotton piqué. Large, discreetly embroidered X with X-Bow
logo. Embroidered KTM logo on the chest. Collar facing with X-Bow motif. Contrasting
orange button thread. 100% cotton.
(s) 3X135613 (m) 3X135614

395
390

X-BOW RACING GLOVES WINS TOP

	Pre-shaped pro race glove made from extra soft and stretchable fame
retardant material
	Suede leather inserts on the palm and fingers ensure a perfect feel
for the steering wheel
Double layering on the back of the hand
Elastic band and Velcro flap ensure a perfect fit
	Homologated to FIA standard 8856-2000
	Made by OMP for KTM X-BOW
(s) 3X081712
(xl) 3X081715

(m) 3X081713
(xxl) 3X081716

(l) 3X081714

391

X-BOW RACING SHOES COMP

394

(39/7) 3X081022
(42/8.5) 3X081025
(45/11) 3X081028

(xl) 3X135616

X-BOW CAP

(xxl) 3X135617

395

Sporty cap with embroidered X and KTM logo. Printed X-Bow logo
on the side, embossed logo clasp, lightweight cotton lining, printed
inner strips. 100% polyacrylic.

	Half high race shoe made from the softest suede leather it offers the
best comfort and feedback
Velcro closure offers extra safety and easier closure
	Doubled material at the toes. Interior made of soft woven Nomex
	Sole made from acid- and flame retardant material
Homologated to FIA standard 8856-2000
Made by OMP for KTM X-Bow
(38/6) 3X081021
(41/8) 3X081024
(44/10) 3X081027

(l) 3X135615

(One Size) 3X135810

(40/7.5) 3X081023
(43/9) 3X081026
(46/12) 3X081029

396

396

KEYHOLDER X-BOW

Elegant accessory: Key ring made from solid stainless steel with wire key holder.
3X087000

174
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hero 2013
kini
collection
Kini, Red Bull and KTM for Wings for Life
Fate does not ask questions. Not even to a successful and famous
motorsport family. After Hans Kinigadner in 1984, Hannes Kinigadner also suffered a spinal cord injury in 2003 at a benefit race.
His father Heinz Kinigadner, together with his friend and Red Bull
founder Dietrich Mateschitz, then started the officially recognised,
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private Wings for Life foundation. The goal: Spinal cord injury must
become curable! And leading scientists agree: There is no question
of “whether”, just “when”. KTM supports Wings for Life. Join in too:
www.wingsforlife.com
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kini collection

399

399

KINI-RB COMPETITION SHIRT 13

Raglan-style MX shirt with mesh
	Panels under the arms for improved air circulation
	Sublimated, non-fading, allover printing technique
	Padded panels on the elbows
	E xtended back
	Elastic seams with safety stitching
	Redesigned sleeve for greater freedom of movement
(S) 3L4913012
(xl) 3L4913015

400

(M) 3L4913013
(xxl) 3L4913016

(l) 3L4913014
(xXxl) 3L4913017

KINI-RB COMPETITION PANTS 13

MX pants with an ergonomically preformed fit
	Reinforced seat area in 1000D Cordura nylon
	Highest quality finish
	Movable, newly developed knee with elastic insert for a better fit
	Heat- and wear-resistant leather knee panels with TPR inserts
	Quattro-Stretch Spandex on the calf, knee and crotch
for maximum comfort
	Air-Mesh and TPR waist area
	Hip belt for a secure fit
	Ventilated lining over the entire length, supported by knee air intakes
	Elastic, open ankle cuffs
	Reinforced seams in all critical areas
	Original YKK® front zip

400
397

(S/30) 3L4913032 (M/32) 3L4913033
(l/34) 3L4913034
(xl/36) 3L4913035 (xxl/38) 3L4913036 (xxXl/40) 3L4913037

397

KINI-RB COMPETITION JACKET 13

High-quality offroad jacket with removable sleeves
	Cargo pocket for stowing the sleeves on the back
	3-D embroidery and sublimation graphics
	Sleeve pocket with zip fastener and vent holes on the back
	Velvety collar made from micro-woven nylon, adjustable fastener
	Mesh lining for improved air circulation
	Several cargo pockets
	Protector pockets for elbows and shoulders (protectors available separately)
	Cuffs with adjustable velcro fastener on the wrist
	E xtensive embroidered logos
	Ventilation zips on back and shoulders
	Drawstring for adjusting the width at the waist
	T PR patch for hydration tube on the chest
	YKK® front zips with branded zip-pulls
(S) 3L4913052
(xl) 3L4913055

(M) 3L4913053
(xxl) 3L4913056

398

KINI-RB COMPETITION GOGGLES

Innovative ergonomic design with nose protection
	Triple layer face foam
	Multi colour strap with anti slip silicone grip
	TPU frame with flexible straps brackets
	Clear and shatter resistant polycarbonate lens

KINI-RB COMPETITION GLOVES 13

High-quality MX gloves in the KINI Red Bull design
	Artificial leather palm with padded
	Reinforced thumb panel
	Directly embossed rubber surfaces on fingers and wrist
	Pressed silicon finger tips for optimum grip
	Preformed fingers
	Lycra finger sidewalls for a perfect fit
	Air-Mesh fabric for efficient air circulation
	Short neoprene cuffs with TPR velcro fastener

(l) 3L4913054
(xXxl) 3L4913057

398
5

401

(S/8) 3L4913042
(M/9) 3L4913043
(xl/11) 3L4913045 (xxl/12) 3L4913046

(l/10) 3L4913044

401

3L4011050
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402

405

available in kids Sizes

402

KINI-RB CAN-CAN TEE

T-shirt with cool print motif. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small
“Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven neckband, high-quality single jersey fabric.
100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913122
(XL) 3L1913125

(M) 3L1913123
(XXL) 3L1913126

405

(L) 3L1913124

KINI-RB STICKERS TEE

T-shirt with multicoloured front motif. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small
“Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven neckband, high-quality single jersey fabric.
100% cotton.

403

(S) 3L1913422
(XL) 3L1913425

(M) 3L1913423
(XXL) 3L1913426

(L) 3L1913424

406
403

KINI-RB MOTORPARTS TEE BLUE

T-shirt with cool print motif. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small “Wings for Life”
sleeve print, woven neckband, high-quality single jersey fabric. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913162
(XL) 3L1913165

(M) 3L1913163
(XXL) 3L1913166

(L) 3L1913164

404
407

404

KINI-RB SLICED TEE BLACK

T-shirt with cool crown motif. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small “Wings for Life”
sleeve print, woven neckband, high-quality single jersey fabric. 100% cotton.

406

(S) 3L1913202
(XL) 3L1913205

(S) 3L1913432
(XL) 3L1913435

(M) 3L1913203
(XXL) 3L1913206

(L) 3L1913204

KINI-RB BLEED TEE BLACK
(M) 3L1913433
(L) 3L1913434
(XXL) 3L1913436

407

KINI-RB BLEED TEE WHITE

T-shirt with large all-over graphic print on the chest. KINI Red Bull
woven label on sleeve, small “Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven
neckband, high-quality single jersey fabric. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913442 (M) 3L1913443 (L) 3L1913444
(XL) 3L1913445 (XXL) 3L1913446
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available in kids Sizes

410

KINI-RB STICKERS HOODIE

Hooded sweat jacket with elaborate front print. Two side pockets
and hood with contrasting lining. Wings for Life embroidery on the
sleeve. Woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913452
(XL) 3L1913455

408

(M) 3L1913453
(L) 3L1913454
(XXL) 3L1913456

KINI-RB CREST SWEAT JACKET

Sweat jacket with two side pockets. Large flock graphics on the
back and small embroidered design on the chest. “Wings for Life”
embroidery on the sleeve, woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913362
(XL) 3L1913365

(M) 3L1913363
(XXL) 3L1913366

(L) 3L1913364

408
410

409

KINI-RB BANGER HOODIE DARK GREY

Intricately detailed hooded sweat jacket featuring two side pockets and hood with
contrasting lining. Large front print and Red Bull print on the hood. “Wings for Life”
embroidery on the sleeve. Woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1913382
(XL) 3L1913385

(M) 3L1913383
(XXL) 3L1913386

411

(L) 3L1913384

411

KINI-RB PLAID TRUCKERCAP NAVY

Cool trucker cap with mesh back. KINI Red Bull KTM motif on the front
and embroidered “Wings for Life” design on the peak.
45% cotton / 55% nylon.
(One Size) 3L3913080

412
409
413
412

KINI-RB BANGER CAP

Elaborately refined flex-fit cap with large printed / embroidered motif on
the front and small “Wings for Life” embroidered logo. Sandwich peak.
45% polyester / 55% nylon.
(S/M) 3L3913121

182

(L/XL) 3L3913122

413

KINI-RB BROKEN BEANIE DARK GREY

Beanie with elaborately fashioned graphic motif. Print and
embroidery combination. 50% acrylic / 50% polyester.
(One Size) 3L3913140
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girls
2013

414

kids
2013
418

414

T-shirt with cool print motif. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small
“Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven neckband, high-quality single jersey
fabric. 100% cotton.

KINI-RB GIRLS CLASSIC TEE

Stylish V-neck T-Shirt with colourful print on the front. KINI Red Bull
woven label on sleeve, small “Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven neckband.
95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(S) 3L2913072 (M) 3L2913073

(L) 3L2913074

KINI-RB KIDS CAN-CAN TEE

(XS/116) 3L5913011
(m/140) 3L5913013

(s/128) 3L5913012
(L/152) 3L5913014

(XL) 3L2913075

418
415

416
415

KINI-RB GIRLS SHIFTET TEE

Stylish shirt with large front print. KINI Red Bull woven label on sleeve, small
“Wings for Life” sleeve print, woven neckband. 95% cotton / 5% elastane.
(S) 3L2913042

(M) 3L2913043

(L) 3L2913044

(XL) 3L2913045

419

419

416

417

KINI-RB GIRLS ZIP HOODIE WHITE

Beautifully cut hooded sweat jacket with embroidered motif on the front and print on
the hood. Hood with contrasting lining, “Wings for Life” embroidery on the sleeve, woven
neckband. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L2913082

(M) 3L2913083

417

(L) 3L2913084

KINI-RB KIDS STICKER HOODIE

Hooded sweat jacket with elaborate front print. Two side pockets and
hood with contrasting lining. “Wings for Life” embroidery on the sleeve.
Woven neckband. 100% cotton.
(XS/116) 3L5913081
(m/140) 3L5913083

(s/128) 3L5913082
(L/152) 3L5913084

(XL) 3L2913085

KINI-RB GIRLS SWEATER

Intricately detailed hooded sweater featuring two side pockets and hood with
contrasting lining. Elaborate, large print design on the front, additional print
on the hood and “Wings for Life” embroidery on the sleeve. Woven neckband.
100% cotton.
(S) 3L2913112
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(M) 3L2913113

(L) 3L2913114

(XL) 3L2913115

185
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420

420

girls TEE never give up

Fitted shirt with wide round neck. Multicoloured front print,
“Wings for Life” logo on the sleeve. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L2912092

(M) 3L2912093

(L) 3L2912094

(XL) 3L2912095

421

421

TEE never give up

One motto in life that you can depend on: Never give up, whatever happens. T-shirt with
multicoloured graphic print on the front and “Wings for Life” print on the sleeve. 100% cotton.
(S) 3L1912262 (M) 3L1912263 (L) 3L1912264

(XL) 3L1912265

(XXL) 3L1912266

422

422

KINI RB BANGER TOWEL

Extra-large beach towel with large print design. 180 x 90 cm.
100% cotton.
3L3913020
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WHY IT’S CALLED KTM POWERWEAR:
If you ride a KTM, you know why: Because a KTM is a special motorcycle.
With unrivalled ride dynamics, outstanding workmanship, and well-designed and tried-and-tested solutions down to the smallest detail. Developed, built and tested by real bike riders.
“Ready to Race”! With precisely this aspiration, we also develop and produce the KTM PowerWear collection. Not any old “cheap promotional articles” that we simply print our logo on, but
stylish sportswear of outstanding quality and rider equipment developed and tested seriously by professionals – “Ready to Race”!

FUNCTIONAL WEAR
Ready to wear (EU size)

(XS/28) / (46)

(S/30) / (48)

(M/32) / (50)

(L/34) / (52)

(XL/36) / (54)

(XXL/38) / (56)

(XXXL/40)/(58)

Height in cm from – to

164 – 170

168 – 174

170 – 179

175 – 185

180 – 189

184 – 192

188 – 198

Height in cm from – to

50 – 65

60 – 75

70 – 85

75 – 95

80 – 105

90 – 115

105 – 125

RESPONSIBILITY:
Quality also has to do with responsibility and sustainability: Consequently, for example, we only use raw yarn, fabrics and colourings certified according to the OEKOTEX 100 standard
in the sportswear textiles (including T-shirts, sweatshirts, baby clothing) produced in Europe. The cotton fabrics used have very long fibres and are extremely shape-retentive, while
elaborate, reactive colouring processes ensure a maximum length of colour fastness. We import particularly high quality and durable nylon yarns (produced mainly in the Far East) for the
important materials used in motorcycle clothing. We test all textiles regularly for prohibited substances, such as AZO dyes and allergenic constituents. Just as regularly, we check that
exclusive use is made throughout the world of certified production sites without child labour or illegal workers.
SIMPLY ASK THE PROFESSIONALS:
One significant benefit when KTM develops rider equipment: we’ve no need to buy in “external experts”. Our facilities are literally teeming with former and current pro riders who we
can ask. The responsible production manager is a former Grand Prix rider and when we want to test a new enduro jacket, then we hand it over to KTM Adventure Tours for a few weeks.
Afterwards, we know precisely what works in practice and what’s not.

Leg:

SHORT

SHORT

SHORT

LONG

LONG

LONG

LONG

Ready to wear (EU size)

(XL/36)

(XL/37)

(XXL/38)

(M/33)

(L/34)

(XL/36)

(XXL/37)

Height in cm from – to

168 – 17

172 – 176

176 – 180

180 – 186

185 – 191

190 – 196

194 – 200

Height in cm from – to

80 – 110

80 – 110

100 – 125

75 – 95

80 – 105

90 – 115

105 – 125

DON’T FORGET THE OIL CHANGE!
A T-shirt is like a motorbike: you can enjoy it for longer if you stick to the maintenance instructions. Although there’s no need for an oil change with an enduro jacket, there are still a few
things that ought to be observed. Otherwise, nylon can discolour, leather can break or the T-shirt can shrink more than it should. The things that need to be paid particular attention to are
specified on the care label and we don’t just list them for fun. If you abide by the instructions, we promise that you’ll enjoy your PowerWear item for a long time.

These values only serve as a guideline. The sizes vary depending on height, build and muscle / fat volume.

European size table: Outerwear
MEN

girlS

babyS
kids
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Chest

Order size

86 – 93 cm

S

94 – 101 cm

M

102 – 109 cm

L

110 – 117 cm

XL

118 – 125 cm

XXL

Chest

waistLINE

WAIST measurement

Order size

76 – 80 cm

60 – 64 cm

86 – 90 cm

XS

81 – 84 cm

65 – 68 cm

91 – 94 cm

S

85 – 88 cm

69 – 72 cm

95 – 98 cm

M

89 – 92 cm

73 – 76 cm

99 – 102 cm

L

93 – 97 cm

77 – 81 cm

103 – 107 cm

XL

Height

Age

Chest

Order size

63 – 68 cm

6 Months

47 – 50 cm

68 / 6mo

75 – 80 cm

18 Months

51 – 54 cm

80 / 18mo

87 – 92 cm

2 Years

55 – 58 cm

92 / 2T

99 – 104 cm

3 Years

59 – 63 cm

104 / 3T / XXS

111 – 116 cm

4 – 5 Years

64 – 68 cm

116 / 4T / XS

123 – 128 cm

6 – 7 Years

69 – 74 cm

128 / 5T / S

135 – 140 cm

8 – 9 Years

75 – 79 cm

140 / M

147 – 152 cm

10 – 11 Years

80 – 85 cm

152 / L
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EXPLANATION

yournotes

Icons

For a better overview, all articles in the rider equipment
section are accompanied by icons that summarise the
most important equipment features at a glance.

Sizes

One-piece

Two-piece

Ladies sizes

Special sizes

Hip pads

CE shoulder and
elbow protectors

Safety

Seat
CE knee
reinforcement protectors

X cm²
Protector
pockets

Back protector Reflective
pocket
area in cm²

Sleeve width
adjustment

Hip
adjustment

Adjustable
waistband

Detachable
sleeves

Detachable
legs

Removable
pads

Removable
pads

Removable
lining

Removable
lining

Z-Liner

Connecting
zip fastener

Neck Brace
compatible

Comfort

X

COOLMAX

Number
of pockets

Coolmax®

Windscreen
wiper function

Breathable

Wind
repellent

Water
repellent

Ventilation
system

Ventilation
system

Climate

High
ventilation

X
Waterproof
pockets

certificate

*

* For all CE certification, please see the relevant product page.
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